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From the Editor

Rebecca Livingston Potter
In reading the articles submitted for publicontributing to a exploratory conversation
cation in this first issue of the Depth
that both deepens and extends the edges of
Psychology Alliance's peer-reviewed online
our vision and work.
journal, I was reminded of the multi-disciMay you find riches in the pages that follow,
plinary breadth of our collaborative
Rebecca
“Depth” vision. The selection process was
very challenging and would have been
Rebecca Livingston Pottenger has a
Masters in Counseling Psychology with
impossible without the care given to each
Emphasis in Depth Psychology from
submission by the selection committee. The
Pacifica Graduate Institute. In her work as a
articles in this issue draw from and peneMarriage Family Therapist Intern, she is
trate into history, myth, ancient and modern
especially interested in imaginal psychotherculture, ecology, occult arts, and analytical
apy, Jungian-oriented dream work, and the
psychology. My hope is that their publicarelationship between imaginal, shamanistic,
tion stirs dialogue both within readers and
and somatic healing practices.
among participants on the Alliance website,

From the Executive Editor
Bonnie Bright
In a world that seems to change dramatically by the day, I am more compelled
than ever to appreciate the depths that are
available to those of us who take the time
to regard them. When I see the shallowness,
corruption, destruction, loss, helplessness,
and suffering continuously conveyed from
all sides by media (which is more and more
pervasive while less and less conscious of
the repercussions when they are neither
compassionate nor thorough in their
research), I find it easy to fall into despair.
The state of the world, the increasing spate
of natural disasters including tornados,
flooding, earthquakes, and drought, the turmoil in war-torn countries, the starving
human beings around the world and in
Africa in particular, profoundly affect me
and make me wonder at the meaning of
being here in this world at this time.
At the same time, I am uniquely aware
that when I first discovered Depth
Psychology just a few years ago, my life was
transformed. I am deeply indebted to the
works of Freud, Jung, Wolfgang Giegerich,
Erich Neumann, James Hillman, Marion
Woodman, Thomas Moore, and so many
others who have shared their ideas. I feel
completely aligned in my work when I
remember to always look for the message
the Unconscious is trying to send through
when things don't go as planned or a dream

temporarily shakes me from oblivion. The
Unconscious is constantly at work through
symbols, dreams, myth, and nature and it is
our job to interpret it, translate its message,
and apply it in our lives to bring greater
depths of experience, and more profound
joy and meaning.
Meanwhile, I am deeply grateful for the
ability to pursue Depth Psychology as a calling and career, and this publication is a significant step in helping bring depth psych
out into the world where others may benefit
as well. It would never have happened without Rebecca Livingston Pottenger, who
took over the editing process with tremendous expertise and ease when I floundered
completely under the weight of the undertaking, nor without the committee of ten
wonderful people who stepped up to
become the reading and selection committee whose names appear at left. It all clearly
exhibits the tremendous power of community as well as the power we each have to
contribute to something where the ultimate
outcome is far greater than the sum of the
parts.
Moving forward, Depth Insights will
continue as a semi-annual e-zine for the
near future, relying on the goodwill of others to bring it to wholeness and help all of
us gain insight into the soul of the world.
On that note, just a word of explanation for
cont’d on page 38
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An Apocalypti c Redemption:
Ini tiati on and Compassion in
Coppol a's Apoc aly pse Now Redux
By Steven Brooks

I

’ve been a student of movie
mythology for about twenty years
now, going back to the first time I
watched Bill Moyers interview mythologist
Joseph Campbell on PBS. In The Power of
Myth, Campbell proposed that our ancient
mythological and religious symbols are losing their potency, and if they are to remain
relevant, they need to evolve in tandem
with our constantly changing consciousness.
During the course of the interview, Moyers
and Campbell examined the possibility of
finding mythological symbols in modern
cinema, and whether Luke Skywalker’s Star
Wars adventure provided a futuristic example of a mythological “hero’s journey” - the
topic of Campbell’s (1997) highly influential
book The Hero With A Thousand Faces.
Having grown up in a late 20th century
New England town, and encountering the
usual distractions in the path of a young
man trying to find his way, it seemed to me
that our ancient myths and religious texts
could just as well have been written on
Mars given their remoteness in time and
space from my consciousness. But the idea
that watching some of my favorite movies
could be more than just a temporary distraction was compelling to me, and over
time, I became more and more on the lookout for symbolic references in film.
Fortunately, there are some fairly obvious examples of ancient metaphor in
movies. I had read somewhere that the
Coen Brother’s O Brother, Where Art Thou?
was loosely based on Homer’s Odyssey, and
learned during the opening credits that it
was indeed so. I was also interested to see
George Lucas expand the iconic Star Wars
trilogy into the six episode epic of Anakin
Skywalker’s fall into and resurrection from
the dark side. I knew I had to see these
films due to their acknowledged mythological content. On the other hand, sometimes
I found mythology when I wasn’t even
looking for it.
The title of a popular sports film
became much more than a reference to a
baseball team or even the chewing tobacco
it was named after when I recognized that
Kevin Costner’s “Crash Davis” - baseball’s

version of Theseus - symbolically slays Tim
Robbin’s Minotaur in Bull Durham. In
another of my favorites, Bill Murray
explores the comedic ramifications of
Karma and reincarnation. I later learned
that people of just about every faith known
to man saw references to their religion in
Groundhog Day.

“In spite of the
violent events
portrayed in the film,
it became a message
of compassion,
using warfare
as a metaphor for
internal struggle.”
But I found Apocalypse Now Redux by
far the most profound and far reaching
example of spiritual and mythological
vision in film. Released as a director’s cut of
Apocalypse Now in 2001, it is for me a
metaphorical masterpiece deserving recognition not only in the world of film, but
also in the disciplines of mythology and
comparative religion. Outwardly, it is a
statement on the insanity of warfare in general, and the Vietnam War in particular. On
closer examination however, I also found it
to be rich in references to at least three of
the world’s great religions. Much of the
imagery relates to the eastern traditions of
the Hindu Tantric Chakra system and
Buddhism, but interestingly, there are simultaneous allusions to Greek mythology and
Christianity from the west.
As the film drew me in, the fact that so
many of the symbolic images grew out of
the experience of one individual suggested
that they all referred to the same process,
regardless of which tradition they may
belong to. Francis Ford Coppola and cowriter John Milius had used these various
symbols to unfold the story of their protagonist Captain Willard, creating a model
Hero’s Journey: the psychological and spiri-

tual odyssey of a human evolution. This
was how Apocalypse Now Redux helped me
see the parallels and similarities in religious
traditions worldwide, and in spite of the
violent events portrayed in the film, it
became a message of compassion, using
warfare as a metaphor for internal struggle.

Synopsis
Apocalypse Now Redux is based on
Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, and like
Conrad’s novel is the story of a hero who
travels upriver to confront a man reportedly
gone insane with power. Coppola has
changed the setting to the Vietnam War.
Willard (Martin Sheen) is an army
assassin assigned the duty of “terminating”
Colonel Kurtz (Marlon Brando). The
Colonel has gone renegade, taken control
of a Montagnard army in Cambodia, and
gone about waging the war on his own
terms. The film follows Willard’s passage
up the Nung River, throughout which he
encounters the madness of warfare in
Southeast Asia.
Willard’s journey begins when he meets
Colonel Kilgore, the commander of a helicopter cavalry unit who also happens to be
obsessed with surfing. Kilgore decides to
help Willard and his patrol boat crew pass
through the mouth of the river because the
beach there is great for surfing - in spite of
the fact that it is enemy occupied. After
passing through this “initiation”, Willard
travels far upriver, encountering many
obstacles in his path before arriving at
Kurtz’ compound, where he is taken prisoner and nearly reduced to death by his
confinement. Kurtz has him nursed back to
health, at which point Willard finally completes his mission before laying down his
weapon. The Montagnard warriors - taking
him as their new leader - discard their
weapons as well. In a voiceover, Willard
states that Kurtz was resigned to death and
perhaps even collaborated in his own assassination:
“Everybody wanted me to do it. Him
most of all. I felt like he was up there, waiting for me to take his pain away. He just
wanted to go out like a soldier.”
Depth Insights, Volume 1, Fall 2011
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An Apocalyptic Redemption:
In homage to The Hero with a Thousand
Faces, I’ve borrowed Joseph Campbell’s outline of the Hero’s Journey: Departure,
Initiation - Apotheosis, and Return.
Departure
The Nung River is one of the most
prominent characters, if you will, in the
film. During the first act, Willard makes an
interesting analogy by comparing the river
to an “energized snake”:
“I was going to the worst place in the
world, and I didn’t even know it yet.
Weeks away and hundreds of miles up
a rive that snaked through the war like a circuit cable... plugged straight into Kurtz.”
Viewed from a spiritual perspective,
Willard’s analogy brings to mind the tantric
snake, and with this in mind, the scenes
encountered on the river open up to an
interesting interpretation - a symbolic representation of Willard’s consciousness travelling up the spine and through the chakra
centers. The film seems to be suggesting
that Willard and Kurtz are somehow connected by this “circuit cable”, as Willard
continues:
“It was no accident that I got to be the
caretaker of Colonel Walter E. Kurtz’s
memory...
There was no way to tell his story
without telling my own. And if his story is
really a confession, then so is mine.”

The Chakra System
As Campbell points out, the Hindu
Chakra System is a set of symbols that
describe seven energy centers in the body,
beginning with the “root” chakra at the
base of our torso. The second is found at
the level of the sexual organs, the third in
the region of the solar plexus. Continuing
upward, we have the fourth at the level of
the heart, the fifth in the area of the thyroid gland, and the sixth just above and
between the eyes. The seventh is found
near the top of the head.
The idea, he said, is that individuals
can have their consciousness located in any
of these chakras, depending upon where
their energy is centered. When focused at
the root chakra for example, the mind is
mostly interested in the material needs of
the human animal - food and shelter. At the
second and third chakras, the psyche is concerned with sexuality/reproduction and the
attainment of power in the world. People
who engage in Kundalini yoga are, among
other things, attempting to raise these vivifying energies up the spine to activate the
4
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higher chakras, and thus alter consciousness. The tantric snake is representative of
the energies travelling up the spine through
these centers.
Moving the energy into the fourth
chakra brings about a leap of consciousness
from which countless mythological stories
and religious symbols draw their impetus.
This is due to the fact that individuals
entering the level of the heart are experiencing a profound change in perspective;
while previously captivated by materialistic
needs, one is now motivated by a sense of

“Moving the energy
into the fourth chakra
brings about a leap
of consciousness
from which countless
mythological stories
and religious symbols
draw their impetus.”
compassion for oneself and others. Passing
through this level, the energies existing in
the lower chakras can also be transformed
into the energies of the upper three. The
chakras become unified by the heart in this
manner, leading to a balanced life.
This balance is attained when the two
sets of chakras reflect each other. The fifth
chakra, for example, becomes a mirror
image of the third. Instead of being directed out into the world to gain power, energies focused on the fifth are directed
inwardly, so the power of wisdom through
contemplation may be gained. The sixth
chakra reflects the second; now the sexual
energy of physical love can also be transformed into a conscious compassionate
love, altering the way we observe and interact with the world. And rather than experiencing the essentially animal existence of
the root chakra, the seventh transfigures the
consciousness to that of an enlightened and
compassionate being with full knowledge of
the unity of all things. Derived from that
knowledge, it is believed, is the understanding that if anything in existence is sacred,
then all things must be by definition including oneself.

Initiation
Coppola’s guided tour through the
chakra centers of Apocalypse Now Redux

encompasses a landscape governed by the
lower three before “crossing over” into the
realm of the fourth. Beginning at “Hau
Fat”, a village/military base encountered by
Willard and the crew, the American military
machine appears obsessed with material
wealth, as if throwing money and materiel
at the war was a recipe for victory.
Motorcycles, stereo systems, and alcohol
were meanwhile made available to the soldiers to help them forget their predicament.
In stark contrast, the Vietnamese are shown
living a life of bare subsistence just outside
the gates. In the context of the tantric system, the attitude of the military in this case
symbolizes a psychology selfishly obsessed
with the material needs of the human animal.
Hau Fat is also the location in which
the Playboy Bunny show takes place, symbolizing a fixation on sexuality to the exclusion of compassion. This theme is further
taken up at the River Outpost scene, in
which Willard trades one valued material
commodity - some diesel fuel - for what is
evidently viewed as another commodity: “a
couple of hours with the bunnies.”
I find it interesting that Coppola chose
the name Do Lung Bridge as a major dividing line in the film. Beyond the bridge is
Cambodia, a “no mans land” where
American soldiers were supposedly not
authorized to conduct operations. Given
Coppola’s whimsical use of the name Hau
Fat (how fat) to represent a center of
American materialism in Vietnam, and his
moniker for the surfing crazed Colonel
Kilgore, it would make sense that he
employed a similar device in naming the
bridge. If so, Willard’s arrival at the Do
Lung Bridge could imply the arrival of his
consciousness at the third chakra, near the
base of the lungs. It is here that we
encounter a struggle for power in the world
- the Americans build the bridge every
night, and the Vietnamese “blow it right up
again.” Leaving the bridge is to head for
parts unknown...
And indeed, as the boat continues up
the river into Cambodia, the crew begins to
experience some very disconcerting events.
In a portion of the film not included in the
original release of Apocalypse Now but
restored to the Redux version in 2001, the
French plantation scene reveals the last vestiges of material attachment. Here, Coppola
acquaints us with France’s colonial occupation of Vietnam before its defeat at Dien
Bien Phu in 1954. The cinematography of

Steven Brooks
the scene is ghostly, as if the French inhabitants arrive out of the past to haunt the
Americans and warn them of the mistake
they are making:
Christian: “Why don’t you Americans
learn from us, from our mistakes? My God,
with your army, your strength, your power...
you could win if you wanted to!”
To all appearances, these people are literally stuck in place - ghosts who can’t go
home, governed by their desire to wield
power over the land that they had taken:
Willard: “How long can you possibly
stay here?”
Demarais: “We stay forever.”
Willard: “No, no, I mean, why don’t
you go home to France?”
Demarais: “This is our home,
Captain.”
Ironically, in their superior attitude and
attachment to the past, they hold fast to
their burden even as they caution the
Americans:
Demarais:“See, Captain, when my
grandfather and my uncle’s father came
here, there was nothing. Nothing. The
Vietnamese were nothing. So we worked
hard, very hard, and brought the rubber
from Brazil, and then plant it here. We took
the Vietnamese, work with them, make
something, something out of nothing. So
when you ask me why we want to stay here,
Captain, we want to stay here because it’s
ours, it belongs to us. It keeps our family
together. We fight for that! While you
Americans, you are fighting for the biggest
nothing in history.”
Their attitude represents the will to
power, the urge to dominate the material
world in a controlling manner, and to hold
on to the consciousness of the lower
chakras. Grasping in this manner appears to
restrain them both in the physical world of
the film as well as in the spiritual world it
refers to, preventing them from passing to
the level of the heart and the compassion it
gives. Coppola’s film certainly makes the
point that the United States had fallen into
the same trap as the French.
One other very important theme is
introduced during the French Plantation
Scene. The widow of a French soldier Roxanne - becomes Willard’s lover, and
during a conversation she makes a curious
statement that will have significant implications upon the meaning of the characters
Willard and Kurtz:
Roxanne: There are two of you, don’t
you see? One that kills... and one that loves.

Hearing her comment in the context of
the chakra system, we can imagine the one
who kills being driven by the lower chakras,
and the one that loves being motivated by
compassion. Willard is of course the lover
when this dialogue takes place, but we also
know he is being sent upriver to kill Kurtz.
We know furthermore that Kurtz himself is
a brutal killer. If Willard truly does represent the hero consciousness traveling up
the spine through the level of the heart,
what do we make of the anti-hero Kurtz in
this scenario? Might we consider the two
antagonists an externalization of Willard’s
own killer/lover conflict? Since Kurtz
resides at the “headwaters” of the river, it
makes sense to also imagine him at the
“head” of the spinal column - the goal of

“Once every nine years,
Minos required that
seven pairs of
youths and maidens
from Athens be
sacrificed in the
labyrinth to avenge the
death of his son”
the tantric snake. Perhaps Kurtz represents
the human mind taken to its extremity
when not informed by compassion - a
mind obsessed with material matters and
tortured by conflict between the logic of
war and the injury it does to his soul.
Willard must confront this aspect of himself, bring light to his “Heart of Darkness”,
and terminate the schizophrenic division of
killer/lover.

Through the Pairs of Opposites
Leaving behind the apparition of the
French estate, the boat soon passes through
a pair of opposing cliffs. Superimposed on
either side we see two sculpted Buddhas
staring in opposite directions. These sculptures - often seen in Buddhist culture as the
sideways glancing faces on the “Three
Headed Buddha” - represent a passage
through what had been perceived as pairs
of opposites, moving towards the realization that they are actually two parts of a
single continuum. There can be no white
without black, no left without right, and no
Willard without Kurtz. The sculptures also
represent the Judeo-Christian cherubim on

the eastern side of the Garden of Eden, as
well as the gate guardians found at the
entrance to Buddha shrines - both sets of
symbols having the same function as the
opposing Buddhas. Willard is passing
through the heart chakra, entering the
threshold to understanding that all things
are one, soon to become one himself by
reconciling his opposing natures.

Western Religion and Mythology
Coppola’s most vivid Christian imagery
was edited from in the original version of
Apocalypse Now. When Willard is taken captive in the final act of the film, he is confined to a bamboo structure that is visible
to anyone in the compound. Kurtz is determined to break the will of his prisoner, and
at one point drops a severed human head
into Willard’s lap, foreshadowing the climax
of the film in which a bull is beheaded. In
the following scene - restored in the Redux
version - Willard then awakens inside a
large shipping container from which he is
soon to be released. Willard’s symbolic
“crucifixion”, unconscious captivity in the
container, as well as subsequent recovery
suggests the death, entombment and resurrection of Jesus. Viewing once more from
the perspective of spiritual growth via the
chakra system, the scene indicates that
Willard is himself capable of death and resurrection - dying to the realm of purely animal existence, and being reborn as a compassionate being.
Apocalypse Now Redux can also be seen
as a metaphor for the myth of the
Minotaur and the Labyrinth. In this story,
King Minos of Crete prays for the god
Poseidon to send a white bull as a sign that
he approves of Minos’ reign. Once it
arrives, Minos is to sacrifice the bull in
honor of Poseidon’s favor, but he finds it
such a magnificent animal he decides to
keep it for himself. Poseidon punishes
Minos by causing his wife Pasiphae to fall
in love with the bull, and their offspring is
the Minotaur - a creature with a man’s body
and a bull’s head. The Minotaur is confined
in a labyrinth.
Once every nine years, Minos required
that seven pairs of youths and maidens
from Athens be sacrificed in the labyrinth
to avenge the death of his son, who had
been killed by Athenians. On one of these
occasions, Theseus volunteers to be placed
in the labyrinth so he can kill the beast. He
had fallen in love with Ariadne (one of
Minos’ daughters), who could help him
Depth Insights, Volume 1, Fall 2011
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An Apocalyptic Redemption:
navigate the labyrinth, and was thus able to
slay the Minotaur by decapitation.
Consequently, Ariadne is the Occidental
corollary to the heart chakra; her love transforms Theseus, empowering him to overcome his fear.
Informed by this ancient myth, the
Nung River becomes symbolic of the
labyrinthine Hero’s Journey, and Kurtz
becomes the Minotaur - controlled by its
own urges at the cost of others. Kurtz’
mind, consumed by energies yet to be
transformed by the heart chakra, has taken
the will to power to its logical extreme; he
is bent on dominating a world where ends
justify the means because he has convinced
himself that the only way he can feel
inwardly safe is to annihilate anyone who
disagrees with him in the outer world. But
we know Kurtz is tiring of this cold logic.
As Willard says: “Everyone wanted me to do it,
him most of all”.
Finally, the “Theseus consciousness”
represented by Willard, guided and transformed by the love shared with his own
“Ariadne” (Roxanne), slays the animal consciousness holding dominion over his mind,
allowing him to feel safe and at peace with
himself. Indeed, as Willard terminates
Colonel Kurtz, the image is crystallized
when the Montagnard warriors slay a bull at
precisely the same instant, and in so doing
remove its head.

Buddha appears next to the face of Willard,
the two of them filling the entire screen.
While Willard remains conspicuously
inverted, Buddha’s face stands perfectly
upright.
In the denouement of the film, after
the destruction of Kurtz, Willard returns to
the boat to begin his reentry into the world.
The soft whisper of falling rain is interrupted by the sound of a male voice over the
radio:
“Calling PBR Street Gang. PBR Street
Gang, this is Almighty. Do you read me?
Over. PBR Street Gang, this is Almighty.”

Apotheosis & Re t u rn

He turns off the radio.
Willard and the Buddha once again
share the screen. This time both are
upright, and as Willard gently moves his
head to stage right, the two are perfectly
superimposed, one upon the other. Willard
has completed the Hero’s Journey through
the heart of darkness, died and been resurrected, unified the chakras, and attained
Buddhahood.
So finally, when all is said and done,
what does “Apocalypse Now” actually
mean? In traditional interpretation, the
Apocalypse is a time when a final battle
takes place between good and evil, culminating in the end of the world. But if we
permit our religious symbols to be
informed by our knowledge of the Tantric
Chakra System, we find a much different
meaning. Remembering that we turn the
once external energies inward when we
enter the heart chakra, we can read the religious symbols in a similar, inwardly turned
way. Instead of reading the death and resurrection of Christ as an external event, sup-

Francis Ford Coppola employed one
predominant theme in the creation of his
film Apocalypse Now Redux - the Hero’s
Journey. Furthermore, he gives us the image
of Willard “rising from the primordial
slime” to suggest the journey as a process
of human evolution. Using the symbols of
various cultures, he also makes the point
that there is a similarity to be found in
human psychology and spiritual traditions
worldwide, and that many of these traditions, while varying in their local costume,
are intended as a means to the evolution he
suggests.
Perhaps the most striking images used
by Coppola to convey the idea of Willard’s
evolution are the Buddha sculptures that
bookend his film. During the introduction,
our first glimpse of Willard arrives as a
close-up of his inverted face, and as The
Doors anticipate “The End,” the scene is
interspersed with dreamlike images foreshadowing what is to come. In the process
of this montage, the sculpted face of the
6
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“In traditional interpretation,
the Apocalypse is a time
when a final battle
takes place between
good and evil, culminating in the end of the
world. But if we permit
our religious
symbols to be informed
by our knowledge of the
Tantric Chakra System,
we find a much
different meaning.”

pose we were to see it as symbolic for internal events, representing a potential for
human spiritual development? He who
could help us attain the death of our “animal self ” in order to be resurrected into a
compassionate self would be a savior
indeed... Willard demonstrates that this is
the same process Buddha went through in
attaining enlightenment, and finally, the
same process we can all go through.
There’s no question that human nature
is part animal, and there is also no question
that there are things to be celebrated about
this fact. The companionship of family, the
enjoyment of a nice meal, and the joy of
sexuality are good examples. But given that
there is a dark side inherent to all of these
qualities (warfare, selfishness, and exploitation to name a few), it seems we all have an
apocalyptic battle to be fought inside of
ourselves - a battle between forces of a
purely animal, selfish nature, and those of a
compassionate being who understands we
are all in it together. This is the apocalypse
that Francis Ford Coppola was asking us to
grapple with. Either we remain stuck as a
people in our animal state, and like Kurtz
eventually succumb to the ultimate temptation to attain the highest power over others
- “drop the bomb, exterminate them all!”,
or we take Willard’s journey, killing the
Minotaur within to discover the sacred
within. Released, we are free to drop our
weapons by the river, turn off the dualistic
concept of an Almighty “out there”, and
begin the journey towards true civilization.
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Alchemy is Al ive and Wel l
By Thom Cavalli

I

t’s not called alchemy anymore. In
fact, most of us believe that alchemy ended sometime in the 17th
century when Newton and his colleagues of
the Royal College threw out magic and ushered in an age of empirical science, materialism, industrialization and the primacy of
the scientific method. Ironically, few people
are aware that many of Newton’s central
theories sprang from his secret alchemical
work.
Alchemy today conjures up images of
medieval nerds working in smelly, makeshift
laboratories. We see them cutting, dicing
and smashing up the foul ingredients that
went into a steamy vessel beneath which
blazed a constant fire. The aim of this
weird experiment is to make gold out of
crude, worthless metals; a lucrative trick if
one could only pull it off!
In reality, the history of alchemy is at
least 2000 years old and even a cursory
review of its history shows that it was in
fact the first laboratory science and can
credit a great many accomplishments to its
name. Porcelain, alcohol and mineral acids,
even brandy were discovered by chance and
ingenuity by these early chemists. There is
no one alchemy, but many different types
practiced the world over, from Egypt and
the Middle East to China, India and even
the Americas. And, not only were its practitioners interested in transmuting metals, but
perhaps more importantly, they advanced
the development of medicine, chemistry,
religion, physics and psychology.
Written evidence of alchemical experimentation dates back to Bolos of Mendes
(200 B.C.). A quick look at thousands of
alchemical texts appears as if madmen
wrote them. The words make no sense and
comparing alchemical images (woodcuts,
engravings, paintings) to surrealism makes
the latter look like Norman Rockwell illustrations! And yet, despite all the gibberish (a
word coined after an alchemist!) this protoscientific endeavor remains the Royal Art.
If we measure alchemy’s worth by
today’s standards, it does indeed look more
like the work of madmen than anything to
do with real science. We could easily forget

alchemy were it not for the fact that many
of its views are proving to be valid in modern laboratories. What the alchemists lacked
in technology they made up for in prophetic vision and intuitive genius. They anticipated many of the theories that now form
the foundation of quantum physics and
genetic research. To take one example,
rather than exclude experimenter bias,
alchemists specifically included the “operator” as a crucial element to the success of
their work. Gerhard Dorn, the 16th century
alchemist, instructed his students with the

“Alchemy involves mind
and matter--one’s mind
must be confronted,
killed, purified and
resurrected in much the
same way that physical
matter is handled”
admonition, “The mind must be in harmony with the work.”1 Consciousness was
treated as a critical component, along with
all those smelly substances, to be essential
in their pursuit of the Philosopher’s Stone.
Alchemy involves mind and matter –
one’s mind must be confronted, killed, purified and resurrected in much the same way
that physical matter is handled.
Consciousness is not limited to humans but
to varying degrees is present in everything,
from rocks to raccoons. Although there was
no formal psychological science, there were
strict codes and procedures with which the
adept’s cognitive and moral behavior had to
conform. There are pearls of wisdom hidden amidst the many thousands of pages of
odd pictures and cryptic formulas in
alchemical books. Being an occult art,
alchemists purposely embedded recipes in
paradox, bizarre associations and even used
misdirection less their secrets be usurped by
the dreaded “puffers” (crooks!). We must
then decode recipes like one from the
famous Emerald Tablet of Hermes

Trismegitus, “As above, so Below for the
Making of the One Thing.”2 I will explain
the hidden meaning of this formula, but
even with such knowledge there is no
promise of reward unless the gods favor
the work. In fact, the last ingredient to go
into the alembic was a prayer to Hermes.
This formula is taken from the famous
Emerald Tablet of Hermes Trismegitus,
otherwise known as the Tabula Smaragdina.
It is one of thirteen recipes that many
believe represents all the steps needed in
producing the Philosopher’s Stone. The
Stone or lapis is the goal of alchemy. It is
conceived of as a stone that can transmute
the most inferior material –lead, for example – into the most precious and enduring
substance (gold). The lapis was also
referred to as the Elixir of Immortality for
those adepts who sought a concoction that
promised eternal life. The One Thing in
this recipe refers to the Philosopher’s Stone.
According to Hermes Trismegitus, it is produced by integrating the Above and the
Below. These are two realms of experience,
the former being the spiritual and the latter
pertaining to earthly existence. In other
words, we attain immortality by joining
heaven and earth
In my research, I have come to believe
that the origin of this recipe comes from
ancient Egypt, the place that many believe
is the birthplace of alchemy. In Egyptian
cosmology, Nut represents the sky goddess
and Geb, her husband, the earth god. At
one time they were joined together in
unconscious bliss and it was Shu, their
father, god of the atmosphere, who separated them. The separatio was not easy
given the intense love each had for the
other; they held together as long as they
could, but in the end Nut formed the firmament Above and Geb the earth Below.
Shu provided the atmosphere in which
human beings could reside and ultimately
reintegrate the Above and the Below, for it
is within our nature that the essence of
these great deities is contained, waiting to
be consciously realized.
While this recipe may sound esoteric,
we need only be reminded that our earthDepth Insights, Volume 1, Fall 2011
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bound bodies are, as the astrophysicist
Isaac Asimov said, made of stardust.3
Thus, we see that old recipes have application for us today. In more contemporary
times, the Christian cross, the Jewish Star of
David and the Taoist yin/yang symbolize
this same recipe for the rejoining of what
first must be separated in the process of
birthing consciousness.
In the last thirty years of his life, C.G.
Jung dedicated his entire research to the
exploration of alchemy. Jung was fascinated
by the idea that alchemy provided him with
evidence to support his theory of individuation; what these early chemists were really
pursuing, however blindly, was the perfection of their own personality. Others, like
Marie Louise von Franz, continued to
develop Jung’s thoughts about alchemy and
this work continues even today. Jungian
analysts like James Hillman, Stanton Marlon
and Jeff Raff have taken Jung’s work even
further – exploring endlessly fascinating
connections between mind, body and soul.
My own work in alchemical psychology
focuses on translating complex alchemical
works (like the myth of Osiris) into a language and methodology anyone can use in
their individuation process and spiritual
development.
We should bear in mind that individuation occurs whether or not we consciously
work on ourselves. Here I am reminded of
the words etched in stone above the
entrance to Jung’s home, “Summoned or
not, the god will be there.” Bringing consciousness to bear on the prima materia of
the unconscious—genetic and karmic
obstructions, trauma, accidents, and our

collective and cultural inheritances—acts to
refine and transmute these dense, gross and
complexed areas of one’s psyche and experience. Alchemy is a method that facilitates
our personal development by applying natural processes that have been heated by conscious intention, love, and a personal confrontation with the unconscious. As a
result, we gain, according to Jung, selfknowledge: a transcendent relationship with
the unconscious that essentially frees us

“Jung was fascinated by
the idea that alchemy
provided him with
evidence to support his
theory of individuation;
what these early chemists
were really pursuing,
however blindly, was
the perfection of
their own personality”
from the duality of the opposites, such as
time and space. In other words, we become
our own true, authentic self - the true gold
of the alchemists. As Dorn put it, “Thou
wilt never make from others the One which
thou seekest, except first there be made one
thing of thyself…”4
This idea is amplified in religious form
as samadhi, mosha and more generally,
enlightenment. And because the individual
is an implicit part of a whole world system,
individual progress contributes in whatever

small way toward collective evolution. In
my latest book, Embodying Osiris, I recall the
Native American belief that healing oneself
simultaneously brings healing to past and
future generations. This is explained by the
transcendent nature of achieving the consciousness represented by the Philosopher’s
Stone. In Jungian terms, individuation
occurs within the vessel of an individual
living in a specific time, but its reward is
experienced in the transformative vessel of
the Self, beyond the constraints of time and
space.
Alchemy is far from dead. In fact, I
believe we are witnessing a renaissance of
the Royal Art. Whatever its present name,
the principles and many of its methods
remain the same. More importantly, the
love and passion that the alchemists had for
Nature and its perfection have not changed
in its long history. We are no different than
our ancestors who sought to make peace
with themselves and others, animals and
spirits, rocks and minerals, gods and devils,
heaven and earth. When we can open our
eyes and see the infinite reflections of the
One Thing, we have truly lifted the whole
of humanity to a higher plane.
Copyright reserved by Thom F. Cavalli, Ph.D. For permission to copy all or any part of this article, please
contact Dr. Cavalli at 714.972-0056 or illavac@hotmail.com

1 The quote by Thomas Norton in his Ordinale of
Alchemy is found in Arthur Waite’s book, The
Hermetic Museum: Containing Twenty-Two Most
Celebrated Chemical Tracts. New York: Red
Wheel/Weiser, 1999, p. 60.
2 see Cavalli, Thom. Alchemical Psychology, Old
Recipes for Living in a New World. New York:
Tarcher/Putnam, 2002, p. 100-101.
3 While Dr. Sagan made this comment in the
Cosmos series interviews, there is an outstanding
question of whether the folk singer Joni Mitchell
didn’t first include it in her iconic song
“Woodstock.”
4 see Jung, C.G. Mysterium Coniunctionis, An
Inquiry into the Separation and Synthesis of
Psychic Opposites in Alchemy, vol.14. New York:
Bollingen-- Foundation, 1963, p. 235.
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Symbolism and Synchronici ty:
The Art of the Tarot
By Suzanne Cremen Davidson

A

first glance at a pack of Tarot
cards reveals an array of fascinating and mysterious pictures.
A young traveler with a bundle of personal
belongings and a dog at his heels is about
to walk straight off a cliff; a woman holds
open the jaws of a lion; a maiden looks up
to a star; people fall from a crumbling
tower in a lightning storm. Each card has a
special character, replete with deeply resonant and yet not completely comprehensible symbolism. According to Carl Jung,
“What we call a symbol is a term, a name,
or even a picture that may be familiar in
daily life, yet that possesses specific connotations in addition to its conventional and
obvious meaning” (1968, p. 3). The Tarot is
a colorful set of symbols sprung from the
human imagination, depicting essential
human experiences and patterns of development that are archetypal in their nature.
Such archetypal images operate as bridges
to the unconscious. Approached with
awareness, they may facilitate psychological
and spiritual growth. This paper will show
how, like dreams, myth, art, and poetry, the
Tarot provides a means of accessing the
unconscious.

A Brief History
Like the mythologies of many cultures,
it is difficult to trace exactly where and
when the Tarot emerged. Just as Jung
hypothesized about the origins of myth and
religion, the symbolism and imagery of the
Tarot appears to arise from the wellspring
of the collective unconscious. Tarot scholar
Rachel Pollack (1997, 1999) describes how
the oldest deck of Tarot cards in existence,
known as the Visconti–Sforza deck, comes
from Italy and dates from the fifteenth century, though Tarot cards as such may have
been invented before them. The imagery on
the cards was European and Christian, and
their purpose was ostensibly ornamental
and for entertainment. By the sixteenth
century they had quickly became popular
and widespread as playing cards throughout
Italy. Some of the Tarot images suggest a
connection to Gnostic traditions.
Occultists have claimed secret sources
for the cards, such as a grand conference of

Kabbalists and other Masters in Morocco
in 1300, and though compelling associations are made between the 22 letters of
the Hebrew alphabet and the 22 trumps of
the Major Arcana, no one has ever produced clear historical evidence for such
claims (1997, p. 5). The Tarot has been
linked to a hermetic doctrine supposedly
derived in Egypt, and was frequently associated with the wandering people of
Romania, or gypsies, whose name derives
from Egyptian. Some believe that the cards

“The Tarot does not
express an occult
or evil force, but
simply records
the deeply dreaming
mind. From the
collective unconscious,
the images bubble forth”
were remnants of a coded feminine wisdom, used by wise women healers to protect their teachings from the fires of the
Inquisition (p. 21).
Cartomancy, or the use of Tarot cards
for divinatory or occult purposes, only
began in eighteenth–century France. It was
the esoteric society known as the Hermetic
Order of the Golden Dawn, whose members included the Irish poet William Butler
Yeats, which was initially responsible for the
Tarot’s widespread association with occult
practices, and this was then continued by
successors such as the infamous Aleister
Crowley (Pollack, 1999, p. 38). Although
decried as satanic by some, Christian monk
and philosopher Mark Patrick Hederman in
his book Tarot: Talisman or Taboo? (2003)
argues that the Tarot does not express an
occult or evil force, but simply records the
deeply dreaming mind. From the collective
unconscious, the images bubble forth, none
of them owned by any religious or philosophic group, but accessible and meaningful to all. Rejecting the notion of the Tarot

as a fortune–telling device, Hederman
describes the Tarot as a beautiful and
attainable work of art, an aid to meditation,
and a valuable source of spiritual growth
(2003, p. 29). “The Major Arcana of the
Tarot are visual aids to the unconscious” (p.
27). As they provide access to areas of ourselves (the unconscious) that can become a
source of imbalance and even breakdown if
handled carelessly, Hederman cautions
against their use by the weak–minded, but
suggests that, used wisely, the Tarot can
provide a source of individual integration
and personal autonomy.

The Major and Minor Arcana
The Tarot comprises 78 cards, 22 in
the Major Arcana and 56 in the Minor
Arcana. The word arcana comes from the
Latin arcanum, meaning “secret or mystery”,
originally “enclosed in a chest” (Klein,
1971, p. 47). Hederman suggests that arcana
means “what is necessary to know in order
to be fruitful in the domain of spiritual
life” (2003, p. 28). The journey portrayed
by the Major Arcana cards presents the
main experiences, influences and dramas in
our lives, and also parallels the inner journey of individuation. The ancient and
evocative images of life experiences portrayed in the images of the Major Arcana
belong to our human condition and our
human destiny, and so the symbols connect
the events of the external world with the
inner world of the soul or psyche. What is
happening outside is linked to what is happening inside us, and the cards mark rites
of passage, stages or processes rather than
final outcomes or static places which do
not change. In this sense the images are
archetypal. Roberts Avens summarized
Jungian thought on archetypes as follows:
‘Archetype’ refers to a principle or
agency which organizes and structures
psychic imagery into specific patterns
or motifs (mythologemes) and constellations of persons in action
(mythemes). Our conscious images are
archetypal when they possess an archaic content or when they are primarily
derived from mythological motifs.
Depth Insights, Volume 1, Fall 2011
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Archetypes can also be described as
‘partial personalities’ appearing in
myth, art, literature, and religion the
world over, as well as in dreams, family
roles, personal emotions and pathologies….In Jungian psychology archetypes are arranged under such names
as shadow, persona, ego (hero), anima,
animus, puer (eternal youth), senex
(Old Wise Man), trickster, Great
Mother, healer, Self. (Avens, 1980, p.
42)
We intuitively experience the presence
of these archetypes in the image of each
card in the Major Arcana: the Magician, the
High Priestess, the Emperor, the
Hierophant, the Lovers, Strength. In his
dissertation on The Use of Tarot Cards as an
Archetypal Projective Instrument (1983),
Jonathon Kopp found that the presence of
archetypes and themes determined by
Jungian analysts to be associated with each
card, such as the Fool, Hermit, and Devil,
was confirmed by the ratings of 81 patients
in a San Francisco clinic.
The Minor Arcana consists of 56 cards
of four suits similar to standard playing
cards, which unfold in greater detail and on
a more personal, everyday level the archetypal journey portrayed in the Major
Arcana. Each of the suits of the Minor
Arcana can be considered as corresponding
to one of the ancient four elements of
Greek philosophy: wands with fire, symbolizing inspiration and creative energy; cups
with water, symbolizing feelings and the
unconscious; swords with air, symbolizing
mental activity and conflict; and pentacles
with earth, symbolizing security and the
material world.
Until the 20th century, the Minor
Arcana showed only schematic design without any suggestion of symbolism. To use
the cards for divination required the reader
to memorize meanings for each card, commonly derived from a combination of the
symbolism of the suit and number of each
card (the symbolism of numbers is
described in detail by Theodore Abt in his
Introduction to Picture Interpretation (2005)). In
1909 with the publication of the
Rider–Waite deck, Pamela Coleman Smith
revolutionized the Minor Arcana by painting an actual scene for every card. These
scenes opened up the Minor Arcana to
more complex interpretations, based upon
the meanings and associations evoked in
the reader by the images and little land10
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scapes of experiences (Pollack, 1999, p. 12).
This tradition of illustrating the Minor
Arcana has today birthed a multiplicity of
artists’ interpretations of the Tarot.

The World of Symbols
Rachel Pollack’s Illustrated Guide to the
Tarot (1999) shows the wealth of rich and
colorful imagery and symbolism that the
many versions of the Tarot contain. Much
of the standard imagery on Tarot cards
resembles the alchemical drawings of the
17th century, for example, the hermaphrodite at the centre of The World card, circled by an uroborus, the serpent devouring
its tail (pp. 26–27). The Tarot has emerged
more prolifically in recent times as an art
form, a medium of expression for many
qualities and ideas. The popularity of the
Tarot today has led to hundreds of varia-

“It is as if we did
not know or else
continuously forgot,
that everything of
which we are conscious
is an image and
image is psyche”
tions, even in the shape of the cards themselves, with round decks rather than rectangular, like the Motherpeace Tarot, suggesting a more feminine form and the full
moon (p. 14). Some Tarot decks incorporate plant symbolism to encode layers of
meaning (pp. 62–63). The Tarot draws
extensively upon ancient symbolism such as
the medieval Wheel of Fortune, evoking
cyclic and seasonal change as well as the
capricious nature of fate. The Mythic Tarot,
designed by Juliet Sharman–Burke and Liz
Green (2002), has resurrected the gods and
goddesses, myths and symbols of Ancient
Greece to furnish another level of mythic
imagery to the Tarot.

H ow to Read the Tarot
Jung wrote much about the importance
of images: “It is as if we did not know or
else continuously forgot, that everything of
which we are conscious is an image and
image is psyche” (cited in Abt, 2005, p. 15).
Abt demonstrates how “pictures become a
bridge to the unknown spirit of the psychic
background” (2005, p. 30), and how
patience is required in order to distill their

meaning. To “read” the Tarot cards we can
employ Abt’s techniques of examining
things visually: their shape, color, position,
proportionality, and symbolic weight. We
can consider the associations that the
images evoke, for the individual and
amongst the repository of images of
humankind. We also need to engage more a
more ancient and mysterious attitude
toward numbers, what Abt describes as a
qualitative dimension (p. 109).
For example, the Ace of Cups is associated with the upsurge of emotions which
can precipitate an individual entering into a
relationship, such as a love relationship.
Cups symbolize feeling and the Ace, representing the number one, symbolizes “the
still undivided wholeness, the origin” as
well as “union at a higher level” (Abt, 2005,
pp. 118–119). “The one unites the paradox
of uniqueness, and of being one among
many” (Abt, p. 118). In the Mythic Tarot
the singular image on the Ace of Cups
depicts the birth of Aphrodite, goddess of
love, rising up out of the foamy ocean. We
know the card points to a raw, vital, and
overwhelming awakening of passion.
Pollack (1997) proposes another example of engaging the symbolism of numbers,
this time using the structure of the Tarot
deck. If we separate the Fool, whose number is zero, from the Major Arcana, the
remaining 21 cards fall naturally into three
groups of seven. Pollack suggests that this
division of cards and their images corresponds to three distinct levels of experience: the conscious world, or outer concerns of life; the unconscious, or the
inward search for authenticity; and what she
calls superconsciousness (perhaps loosely correlating with Jung’s collective unconscious), being
“the development of a spiritual awareness
and release of archetypal energy” (p. 22).
As Abt (2005) explains, the number seven
has a long history in symbolism from the
world’s spiritual traditions: “it is the number
of evolutionary development of the cosmos” (p. 141). “The connection of the
number seven is found all over the world,
also in the description of inner growth and
development to completion, to consciousness” (p. 143).
Reading the Tarot also involves an
appreciation of the concept of synchronicity,
which suggests how the Tarot, like other
tools of divination such as the I Ching,
“works” in a predictive sense as a kind of
mirror of the psyche. Jung stated:
<Back to TOC
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Synchronicity designates the parallelism
of time and meaning between psychic
and psychological events, which scientific knowledge has so far been unable
to reduce to a common principle. The
term explains nothing, it simply formulates the occurrence of meaningful
coincidences which, in themselves, are
chance happenings, but are so improbable that we must assume them to be
based on some kind of principle, or
some property of the empirical world.
No reciprocal causal connection can be
shown….Synchronicity is a modern
differentiation of the obsolete concept
of correspondences.(Cited in
Campbell, 1976, pp. 517–518)
The concept of synchronicity is
implicit in understanding how the archetypal nature of the Tarot images strike hidden,
unconscious chords in the reader, reflecting
knowledge, insight or foresight in relation
to the external world. “Synchronistic events,
moreover, almost invariably accompany the
crucial phases of the process of individuation” (Jung, 1968, p. 227). Perhaps this is
the reason why people frequently find that
consulting the Tarot, or meditating upon its
symbols, offers insight or guidance at critical times in negotiating a passage through
the inner and outer worlds.

The Art of Tarot

self… I made many discoveries that
concern art, design, symbolism, and
life in general and myself… No artist
can work on a Tarot deck and be the
same as when he / she started. This is
a journey that promises self–discovery
and change. (Sakki, 2004, p. 5)
For those who think they are not artistic, or who find art inaccessible, the Tarot
cards may provide an easier and accessible
way of working with images and an alternative route to the unconscious. Hederman
(2003) suggests we can visit the cards as if
they were an art gallery. The archetypal
images act as projection holders or hooks
to catch the imagination (p. 28). Playing
with the Tarot is an exercise in the imagination, an invitation to connect with the
unconscious. We are invited to embrace the
symbolic possibilities inherent in the cards’
mysterious illustrations, to embark on a
journey of deeper discovery of our inner
and outer worlds.
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In Art as a Way of Knowing (1995), Pat
B. Allen describes how the process of creating art can be a form of spiritual practice
and means of connecting with the unconscious through which knowledge of ourselves can ripen into wisdom. Many artists,
such as Monicka Sakki, have been inspired
to create their own Tarot deck, as part of a
journey of self–discovery. Sakki’s process
was to use “found objects” from her visual
library—a digitally organized source of her
raw art—to instinctively add layers of elements and backgrounds to the existing
symbols of the Tarot. Sakki observed that
the creation of a complete Tarot deck is an
artistic project like no other:
You get to deal with issues like love,
pleasure, abundance and joy, but also
difficulty, opposition, struggle or profound change. You also get to deal
with issues you don’t completely
understand, the kind that nevertheless
leave you wondering….You get to
touch familiar grounds and to explore
some new or neglected parts of yourDepth Insights, Volume 1, Fall 2011
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Rape of the Wel l Maiden
By Dennis Pottenger

I

worked for four years to restore
the Hetch Hetchy Valley—a smaller version of its more famous sister, the Yosemite Valley, some 15 miles to
the south— flooded in the 1930’s to provide water and hydroelectric power to the
San Francisco Bay Area (Simpson, 2005, p.
177). I was clear from the beginning there
were two reasons I supported the cause.
The first reason related to deep ecology: I
believed that the best and proper use of the
mountain valley “described by John Muir as
a ‘wonderfully exact counterpart of the
great Yosemite’ ” was not as a monument
to San Francisco’s “economic-based
exploitation of nature” but as a rare and
precious natural ecosystem (Simpson, 2005,
pp. 168, 325). The second reason touched
an even deeper place within me: the
alchemical idea “of rescuing the hidden,
feminine aspect of God from imprisonment in matter . . .” (von Franz, 2000, p.
242). Looking back on this earlier time of
my life, I see that my work to restore Hetch
Hetchy on the level of outer wilderness was
informed by an inner drive to rescue not
only a valley and a river drowned under 308
feet of water but to redeem my own
unconscious and wounded inner feminine
as well.
My passion to restore Hetch Hetchy
seemed driven by two images. The first was
a photograph taken during a drought year,
1955. In the photograph, the Hetch Hetchy
Valley was a graveyard of stumps, the trees
having been cut and sold for timber by the
City of San Francisco in the years before
construction of the O’Shaughnessy Dam
was completed in 1923 (Righter, 2005, p.
xv). I remember the tears I cried each time
I looked at the image of the mutilated trees,
and in my imagination heard the rush of
the “small but noisy waterfall” that once
“marked the entrance of the Tuolumne
River into the Hetch Hetchy Valley” (p. 15).
A second image caught my attention.
This one came from an old Grail story,
“The Tale of the Well-Maidens,” told by
ecopsychologist Mary Gomes and clinical
psychologist Allen Kanner (1995) in an
essay on feminist psychology and the envi12
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ronmental crisis:
Long, long ago, even before the reign
of King Arthur, the land was blessed
with enchantment and great fertility.
Throughout the realm, maidens stood
guard over the sacred wells, offering
their healing waters in golden cups to
any journeyers who might pass.
Indeed, some say that these were the
very waters of inspiration, offering
trans-port between the worlds. The
maidens themselves may have been
Otherworldly, but the tale does not say.
In those days, when the veil between
the worlds was thinner, these distinctions were not so sharp.

“Every tree is a
challenge to us, and
every pool of water
and every foot of
soil...The mountains are
our enemies. We must
pierce them and make
them serve. The sinful
rivers we must curb”
All was well, with the land bounteous and the people content, until the
King conceived a desire to possess one
of the well-maidens. He stole her
sacred cup, carried her off, and raped
her. His men followed his example,
raping the other maidens. In response
to these unheard-of acts, these violations against nature itself, the maidens
withdrew themselves and their magic
from the world. The wells dried up,
and the re-generative powers of the
land were destroyed, leaving it barren
and devoid of enchant-ment. By seeking dominion over others, the King
and his men had diminished the world.
(p. 112)
The son of an alcoholic mother who
hit and humiliated me, I knew something

about dominion and diminishment. Drawn
into the hundred-year war over Hetch
Hetchy by familiar, and apparently still
unhealed, wounds, and by an unconscious
longing for repair and some semblance of
inner peace, I fingered the thread connecting the rape of the well-maidens by the
king and his men in the story to San
Francisco’s desecration of the valley. As I
studied the history of Hetch Hetchy’s catalytic role in the birth of modern environmentalism, I saw how the events in the
Grimm’s story had played out in American
political and economic life between progressive conservationists like John Muir and
utilitarian politicians like three-term San
Francisco Mayor James Phelan in the early
years of the 20th century.
As far as the conservationists were
concerned, Phelan’s part in the passion play
that took place in the Hetch Hetchy Valley
was easy to condemn—the king as rapist
run amok, a compulsively heroic masculine
ego with a seemingly unappeasable hunger
for power, wealth, and prestige. Like the
king in the tale of the well-maidens, however, Phelan did not diminish the world on
his own. Franklin Lane, San Francisco’s
powerful city attorney, was appointed
Secretary of the Interior in 1913 shortly
before the United States Congress passed
what is now called the Raker Act, the federal law which gave San Francisco legal right
to the Hetch Hetchy Valley as a source of
water and hydroelectric power (Righter,
2005, p. xv). “Every tree is a challenge to
us,” Lane once said of his views on the
value of nature, “and every pool of water
and every foot of soil. The mountains are
our enemies. We must pierce them and
make them serve. The sinful rivers we must
curb” (as cited in Pisani, 2002, p. 115).
With “patience, determination, arrogance, and a special sense of mission [not
to mention millions of dollars of taxpayer
money], [Phelan, Lane, and other San
Francisco leaders] pursued the vision of a
great city” (Righter, 2005, p. 35). Playing
David to San Francisco’s Goliath was Muir,
the bearded wilderness zealot who died in
1914 of pneumonia (and some say with a
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broken heart) after more than a decade of
unsuccessfully trying to defend the integrity
of the well-maidens who guarded the
waters of inspiration which had once
flowed through the Hetch Hetchy Valley
(Simpson, 2005, p. 176). Today, the names
of the players may have changed—Muir’s
Sierra Club has left the Hetch Hetchy fight
with the San Francisco Public Utilities
Commission and United States Senator
Dianne Feinstein to a grassroots group
whose world headquarters until recently
was a living room in the Northern
California gold country—but the pattern of
violence inflicted by those who would possess and diminish the world appears to
environmentalists to remain much the
same.
Depth psychological readings on suicide (Hillman, 1998) and violence to the
soul (Geigerich, 2008) freshened my fury at
San Francisco’s violation of the Hetch
Hetchy Valley. These dialogues also invited
me to consider the cultural impact of the
“violence-generating complex” I saw at
work out in the world—and in my own
dreams (Kipnis, 2010a, p. 2). Anger turned
to sadness when I considered that, by raping and subjugating psyche through an
internalized and introjected cultural hero
complex, psyche’s ability to respond to—let
alone prevent—the compulsively masculine
ego’s relentless pattern of possess-anddestroy is diminished. Vulnerable to violent
cultural expressions such as
domination/submission, scapegoating, and
oppression (to name three), psyche, in its
many forms, is therefore forced to submit
to a ceaseless and self-regulating cycle of
rape and death at the well.
Relating the individual to the collective,
it then occurred to me that the king from
the story may no longer be (if he ever was)
an external tyrant, an attacker out there.
Looking around the world today, at the
crises in the biosphere—crises which mirror breakdowns in culture and psychological life—I shuddered to consider that the
psychological reason monarchy has largely
disappeared from Western culture is
because this destructive cultural complex
has been internalized within each of us
through the process British psychoanalyst
Melanie Klein called “projective identification” (as cited in Goss, 2011, p. 56).
According to Jungian analyst Phil Goss
(2011), projective identification is at work
when we unconsciously put aspects of ourselves “we want to be rid of into the other,

who feels and acts them out for us” (p. 56).
In a time when nature is treated as Other—
in a contemporary milieu in which the relations of ego to psyche and nature are
viewed as opposites with unequal value—
we find ourselves terrorized by an annihilating psychological complex we cannot live

“Projective identification
is at work when we
unconsciously put
aspects of ourselves
we want to be rid of
into the other,
who feels and acts
them out for us”
with or escape from.
“Violence,” clinical psychologist Aaron
Kipnis (2010b) said, “is inherent to nature.
It is rarely senseless. Violence is energetic.
It has flow, direction. It is numinous, archetypal.” A depth psychologist’s words came
to life in a dream image which invited me
to consider that my desire to restore Hetch
Hetchy may have had intimately personal
origins. In the dream, which I recorded in
my journal on November 15, 2008,
I arrived at my grandfather’s speedreading clinic for a birthday party—
mine. In the outer office several male
friends were watching the news on television. On the screen I saw the image
of a tank pulverizing the ground, and I
heard the recoil of a cannon (or rocket
launcher) mounted on the top of the
tank. Watching the scene I realized that
there was a competing noise—a distortion which sounded like a radio playing
in the background. I moved toward a
thermostat on one wall. I opened the
plastic cover to the thermostat and saw
that the adjustment “knob” was a lever
in the shape of a small green phallus. I
could not figure out how to move the
phallus to get the noise to stop. I felt
confused, lost. On a deeper level I felt
powerless and helpless. Then a young
girl appeared in the room. “I can do
it,” she said, moving the small green
phallus. The sound of the radio
stopped, and the party ended.
Next my dream shifted to the road out

in front of my late-grandfather’s house,
where archetypal motifs of war and lust
(phallic-shaped bombs, and a goat-man
who chased the phallic projectiles), and several cultural expressions of violence (radio,
tank, soldier) continued as the soldier stood
next to a second rocket launcher:
The soldier lit a fuse, and in the ensuing explosion a large green projectile in
the shape of a phallus was launched—
ejaculated—from the cannon. When
the phallus landed in my grandfather’s
front yard, there was another explosion. Through falling debris I saw a
man with green skin and the legs,
torso, and horns of a goat race over to
retrieve the projectile and return it to
the soldier so the destruction of the
world could continue.
While the soldier and the goat-man
continued to detonate the phallic projectiles, the dream sequence ended with a horrific image:
Hundreds of mute women dressed in
surgical scrubs filed slowly along the
sidewalk near the cannon launcher. A
woman at the head of the procession
pushed a wheelchair. Seated in the
wheelchair was a teenage version of
the young girl who knew how to turn
the small green phallus thermostat to
get the radio to stop playing earlier in
the dream. I looked down: the young
woman’s legs were missing. I stood and
watched the women file silently past
me. The line of muted sexless women
extended for as far as I could see.
Startled by the violence in these
images, I shifted my inquiry from a cultural
perspective to the archetypal, where I considered the psychological structure Jungian
analyst Adolf Guggenbuhl-Craig (1971)
called the “archetypal shadow” (p. 113).
“Jung,” Guggenbuhl-Craig wrote,conceived
of ‘Evil’ as something independent and
not, for example, as a privatio boni, merely
the absence of the Good. In his terms it
may be understood as ‘the murderer and
suicide within us.’ This archetypal shadow is
an inherent mode of human behavior—an
archetype” (p. 114). With the mutilation of
the young woman by the soldier and the
goat-man as symbols of the archetypal pattern of the masculine hero who, in his
compulsivity, “has maimed femininity” in
mind, it was hard to miss the arc of Jung’s
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Rape of the Well Maiden
meaning: the king and his men live their
way into the world not only through those
who would rape nature and diminish psyche (Hillman, 2005, p. 137). These sociopathic forces also storm and kill their way
into the world in and through me. What, I
wondered, was my frightened and finite ego
supposed to do with destructive Evil of
this kind?
Sitting with my dream image in the
context of what I was reading about
Archetypal Evil, my sense of horror over
the inescapable presence within me of a
mutilating and compulsively heroic masculine ego tyrant intensified. In active imagination, Jung’s method of bringing “dissociated material back gradually into a relationship with the conscious ego” (Singer, 1994,
p. 288), I tried to contact the aspects of my
personality represented by the soldier and
the goat-man. In active imagination, these
inner figures continued their violent phallic
military exercises unabated. When I
attempted to dialogue with the young
woman who had been mutilated by the war,
I encountered an inner figure who not only
was missing both of her legs but her mouth
as well. Unsettled by these darkly numinous
images of masculinity and mutilation, and
by the rape-and-kill power dynamics which
seemed archetypally-threaded into both
psyche and culture, I turned to Hillman’s
investigation of the archetypal patterns of
Senex and Puer.
Hillman’s editor, depth psychologist
Glen Slater (2005), wrote that
The puer personifies the moist spark
within any complex or attitude that is
the original dynamic seed of spirit. It is
the call of a thing to the perfection of
itself, the call of a person to the Self.
(p. xi)
How, I wondered, might the violencegenerating complex of compulsive masculinity manifest the moist spark of the self
in my personal work of individuation? How
might the images of rape and demolition in
my dream life be summoning me to a more
conscious experience of integration, meaning, and completeness? The process of
completing my master’s degree in psychotherapy at Pacifica Graduate Institute
brought up a vicious inner presence I have
lived with since I was a boy. A waking
image of this introjected psycho-logical
complex appeared to me near the completion of Pacifica’s program. The image was
of a tornado, a spinning, shifting rope
14
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made entirely of knives, scythes, and blades.
Surprisingly, I felt relieved by the archetypal
power and fury of the image. After more
than 40 years of suffering the shame of
self-loathing, I felt like I had at last seen
what the dark and malevolent father-kingas-rapist within me looked like.
To take this talk of transformation
beyond myself, how, I wondered, might my
experiences with the violence-generating
complex of compulsive masculinity serve to
bring about a new integration and wholeness not only to myself but to those I work
with in psychotherapy? One female client
entered therapy after trying to kill herself.
In therapy this woman expressed anger and
sadness at the uncle who molested her sexually, and at both parents for failing to stop
the abuse. Underneath the anger and sadness, this client and I found layers of
shame and self-loathing—hatred of her
own unworthiness which had been intro-

“Unsettled by these
darkly numinous images
of masculinity and
mutilation, and by the
rape-and-kill power
dynamics which seemed
archetypally-threaded
into both psyche and
culture, I turned to
Hillman’s investigation of
the archetypal patterns
of Senex and Puer”
jected from a mother who had been raped
by her own father and then blamed by both
parents for the abuse. Another client, a man
in his late 50’s, presented with rage at his
father, who had forced his son to perform
oral sex and then had humiliated his son by
blaming him for the abuse. The size and
destructive force of this client’s inner critic
made my spinning, cutting, whirlwind of
self-loathing look like a child’s toy.
A third client, a single man in his early
30’s, presented with depressed mood. Early
in therapy it became clear that the source of
this man’s shame and low sense of selfworth was a disapproving father who had
effectively raped his son’s soul of its dignity
and value. For several months I worked to
provide this man with the selfobject mirror-

ing experiences that self psychologist Heinz
Kohut believed were as vital to the cohesion of the self as “the body’s demand for
oxygen” (Rowe, Jr. & Mac Isaac, 1991, p.
30). In the end, this client’s depression and
sense of self-worth lifted to the point
where he could successfully interview for a
job at a software company in the Silicon
Valley. Near the end of his therapy, this
client remembered the session where, at a
time when he was distraught, depressed,
drinking, and sinking into suicidal ideation,
I invited him to express what his life felt
like in sandplay. Looking back on the inner
reality he externalized in the sand, I realized
that the world this client rendered mirrored
the tale of the well-maidens: the client’s
father, the king as rapist and murderer,
directed a company of soldiers who were
holding hostage a young boy, a symbol for
the client, and threatening to shoot him
with their guns.
In the end, my client decided, what
allowed him to escape the clutches of the
king and his men was help from two figures—a kneeling virgin and a white horse—
he had placed next to the boy in the sand.
These figures, the man said, helped him
image and personify unconditional love (the
virgin) and a conscious masculine (the
white horse), inner qualities he had been
afraid his father (the king-as-rapist-andmurderer) had killed.
What does the process of personal
transformation have to do with the rape of
the well-maidens, compulsive masculinity,
and the control of nature? As the battle
over the Hetch Hetchy Valley continues—
the estimated cost of restoration ranges
“between $3 billion and $10 billion,” with
another $10 million in additional studies
needed before a decision could be made
(Pottenger, 2007, p. 37)—thoughts track
back in time to December 1913. During the
series of Congressional hearings which preceded the passage of the Raker Act,
Senator James Reed of Missouri had arisen
from his seat to confess that he did not
understand what all the fuss was about.
How, Reed asked, could the fate of a tiny
valley that hardly anyone visited be important enough to provoke the United States
Senate “into profound debate” and the
entire country “into a condition of hysteria” (as cited in Nash, 2001, p. 180).
Decades later, Roderick Nash (2001)
answered the question. “The most significant thing about the controversy over the
valley,” the professor of history and envi<Back to TOC
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ronmental studies wrote in his book,
Wilderness and the American Mind,
was that it occurred at all. One hundred or even fifty years earlier a similar
proposal to dam a wilderness river
would not have occasioned the slightest ripple of protest. Traditional
American assumptions about the use
of undeveloped country did not
include reserving it in national parks
for recreational, aesthetic, and inspirational values. The emphasis was all the
other way—on civilizing it in the name
of progress and prosperity. Older generations conceived of the thrust of
civilization into wilderness as the
beneficent working out of divine
intentions, but in the twentieth century
a handful of preservationists generated
widespread resistance against this very
process. What had formerly been the
subject of national celebration was
made to appear a national tragedy.
Previously most Americans had
not felt compelled to rationalize the
conquest of wild country in this manner. For three centuries they had chosen civilization without any hesitation.
By 1913 they were no longer sure. (p.
181)
My hope is that what happened in the
wilderness lobby can be repeated in depth
psychology. In facing the psychological violence in our lives—the rape and torture of
soul, and of psyche, by compulsive masculinity—we can travel, individually and
collectively, into the metaphorical and psychological realm where Hillman (2005) said
complexed libido becomes freed (p. xi).
Decoding the mysterious signals of our
afflictions, whether in ourselves, our culture, or the earth, is a depth psychological
process through which we find gifts in the
recesses of unhealed wounds, and reclaim
the potential and potency of what we have
conquered, rejected, or abused. In the end I
believe, as Stephen Aizenstat (1995), the
president and founder of Pacifica Graduate
Institute, did, that, as a depth psychologist,
I am being called to serve as a naturalist “of
the inner and outer psyche, witnessing and
responding to our relationship with our
environment” (p. 93). “Perhaps,” Aizenstat
added,

the world, a correspondence necessary
for the health of all who live on planet
Earth. (pp. 93-94)
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What is being asked of us now is to
create an alignment between natures,
between souls in persons and soul in
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The Power of Story and Pl ac e among
the Navajo i n Canyon de Chell y
By Bonnie Bright

H

ózhó. Under a turquoise sky
dotted with cotton clouds, Pat,
the patchwork mustang I ride
feels his tentative way between large boulders and slippery sand. It has rained hard
the night before, leaving everything bright
and fresh, but the horses are paying for it
with the sudden and drastic loss of the topsoil that normally cushions the trail. As we
make our way past a final patch of juniper
trees and crest a rise in the rich red earth,
Canyon de Chelly, the sacred home of the
Navajo for hundreds of years, suddenly
reveals itself in all its stunning beauty. For
the first time, I think perhaps I catch a
glimpse of the meaning of the word the
Navajo (Diné) use to describe a state of
beauty and order, of being in harmony with
the universe (Sandner, 1991).
The Navajo call themselves “Diné”
meaning “The People.” They are cultural
and linguistic relatives of the Athapascans
who inhabit Canada and the American
Northwest, having migrated across the
Bering Strait in ancient times and eventually
southward to land in what is now Northern
Arizona and New Mexico. In the mid1700’s, a small group of Diné made their
way into Canyon de Chelly, once inhabited
but later abandoned by the ancient Anasazi
people centuries before, and settled there in
the apparent safety and incredible beauty of
the steep red canyon walls (Supplee,
Anderson, & Anderson, 1981).
From nearly 7,000 feet of elevation, as
we begin our descent of more than a thousand feet, Gabriel, my Navajo guide rides a
few yards ahead, occasionally pointing out
plants or features in the landscape as his
own coffee-brown mustang confidently
picks his way amidst the sagebrush and pinion trees whose nuts have provided sustenance to the people for hundreds of years.
Elsewhere, juniper and cottonwood, indigenous to the southwest and to the canyon,
dot the terrain. I ride in silence, the awesome wilderness echoing around me like a
great chorus. Silence reigns, the only sound
is that of our horses’ hooves as they grind
against the rocks and sand. The big game—
including the bears—are all long gone.
Even the small animals that normally
16
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inhabit the region have fled the draught
which dragged on for seven years. This year
is the first year the rain has returned, and
the people hold out hope that the rabbits,
skunk, porcupine, birds, and squirrels—as
well as the coyotes—will return in greater
numbers with the re-establishment of the
balance in the weather.
The people have suffered as well.
Because there is no running water on the
reservation, residents must bring in barrels
of drinking water for which they pay a premium in nearby Gallup and other towns. I
think guiltily about the long hot shower I
indulged in that morning in my hotel

“In this land of
high barren sandstone,
the people must live
by their prayers in
order to survive”
before starting out, reminded once again of
how lucky I am and how much I take such
simple things for granted. Most of the
Indians on the reservation use outhouses,
and even electricity is a luxury in some
parts. For all the advantage they have of
owning the title to twenty-five thousand
square miles of wilderness finally assigned
to them after the tragedy they survived,
(Waters & Fredericks, 1977), they have
never been given much recourse to come
up with the funding to invest in the infrastructure they need to live more comfortably as many of us do.
Indeed the desert can seem to be a
harsh locale. Paul Shepard (2002) refers to
it as “genetically and physiologically alien,
sensorily austere, esthetically abstract, historically inimical” (p. 43). But it is also an
environment of revelation. “To the desert
go prophets and hermits; through deserts
go pilgrims and exiles,” Shepard explains.
“Here the leaders of the great religions
have sought the therapeutic and spiritual
values of retreat, not to escape but to find
reality”?(p. 44). Native American author
Leslie Marmon Silko (in Halpern, 1987)
explains that the Hopi elders from neigh-

boring Oraibi, the longest inhabited pueblo
in North America, say they chose the barren landscape because it contributes to the
Hopi Way, the sacred way of life the people
lead. In this land of high barren sandstone,
the people must live by their prayers in
order to survive. The land allows them to
embrace what is important, the unseen or
abstract connections to land, family, and
spirit rather than being distracted by material abundance or wealth. In the desert every
plant, every creature, every lizard, snake,
bird, or cricket is sacred simply because it
survives there. Nothing is overlooked or
taken for granted. In a place where life is so
fragile, every ally is needed to endure
another year. Thus, the people must speak
to the animals that inhabit the land to get
the teaching and help they need.
Shepard (2002) describes the desert as
a unique sensorium, one in which silence
and emptiness are the key elements. In
Canyon de Chelly, with its vast blanket of
sky and soaring cliffs that tower overhead
like mythical native giants gathering round
for a powwow, the negative space is almost
more commanding than the features that
are obvious to the naked eye. In art and
photography, the use of negative space is a
critical aspect, often creating a presence
that becomes another character, another
subject in a picture that may seemingly be
about something else entirely. Shepard
rightly suggests that the authoritarian, masculinist ideals of contemporary society have
done their best to turn place into nothing
more than a stage on which events take
place. It is clear to me, however, that
Canyon de Chelly is not simply a location, a
stage upon which thousands of years of
human drama have occurred, but is, instead
a place that cannot be separate from psyche.
Silko (in Halpern, 1987) corroborates
this, saying that the part of a given territory
which the eye can take in in a single view
does not begin to describe the relationship
between a human being and his surroundings. There is no “inside” or “outside” to
nature; a viewer is as much a part of the
landscape as the boulder he stands on to
view it. Consequently, it is impossible to
peer into the canyon or begin the descent
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and somehow still remain separate. Indeed,
humankind has a long history of intimate
and reciprocal connection with nature, a
memory still consciously retained by most
indigenous tribes but which is mostly suppressed and buried in the western psyche.
Jungian analyst Fred Gustafson (1997)
claims we each have an indigenous soul, a
“forgotten place within ourselves” (p. 79),
an abandoned ancestral life that calls out to
us to reconnect with a sense of close
belonging and “to reclaim the earth as a living and soulful body” (p. 78). C.G. Jung
wrote extensively about the loss of connection to nature and the powerful animate
forces therein, saying “Every civilized
human being, however high his conscious
development, is still an archaic man at the
deeper levels of his psyche” (in Sabini,
2005, p. 100). Poet/naturalist Gary Snyder
(1990) suggests that the seed of the native
mind myth rests within us, and that contact
is contingent on connecting with place.
Even decades earlier, Carl Jung agreed.
Based in part on his visit to the pueblo
Indians of the southwest, Jung suggested
that the collective psyche is often most
deeply influenced by the culture that existed
on the land before the dominant culture
(Groesbeck, 1997), insinuating that the land
has a memory and influence of its own.
Snyder (1990) defines wilderness as a “place
where the wild potential is fully expressed”
(p. 12). The idea that place has a soul is further addressed by the study of terrapsychology, a term coined by depth psychologist Craig Chalquist to describe “the study
of our deep relations with the animate
Earth” (Chalquist, November 27, 2009).
For me, in spite of the brilliant sun on this
beautiful August Arizona day, the further I
descend into the deep canyon, the more I
realize I am entering a different reality,
another dimension that is not of everyday,
ordinary experience. This place feels a part
of me, as if I am descending into the
depths of my own mysterious and unknowable nature. It whispers of song and story,
and of vague memories that may never
fully form themselves.
“The soul of a landscape, the spirits of
the elements, the genius of every place will
be revealed to a loving view of nature”
philosopher Karl Jaspers states (as cited in
Casey, 2009, p. 314). Thus, the waiting
silence that envelops me as I offer my presence to the process is both the content and
the container for a descent into the canyon.
The millennia of stories held in memory by

the land seem to welcome us like a soft
blanket of fog as we begin to move downward. It pads the passing, offering whispers
and sighs of events that have technically
passed, but in a place where time is not linear, feel as though they are still taking place
around us as we enter.
Navajo poet Luci Tapahonso says,
“The land that may appear arid and forlorn
to the newcomer is full of stories which
hold the spirits of the people, those who
live here today and those who lived centuries and other worlds ago” (in Fast, 2007,
p. 203). Each cliff formation, each watering
hole, every boulder or ancient tree had a
story that rooted it in the landscape and in
the people’s psyche. Indeed, Silko asserts
that stories were often triggered as people
passed by a specific landmark or exact place
where a story took place (in Halpern, 1987).
I can only imagine the stories that cried out
to my guide, Gabriel, as we passed by each
place, echoing and resounding with the
voice of his mother, grandmother or great

“Each cliff formation,
each watering hole,
every boulder or ancient
tree had a story
that rooted it in the
landscape and in the
people’s psyche.”
uncle telling the events that unfolded there,
explaining how it came to be, keeping alive
the legacy of his ancestors. In fact, as
Tapahonso suggests, a place literally cries
out with the pain and wailing of one’s
ancestors.
As we approach the bottom of the
canyon, one landmark dominates the scene,
impossible to miss. The vertical face of
Spider Rock towers 800 feet above the
canyon floor, standing like a silo in the
midst of the red rocks. According to the
Navajo, Spider Woman, an important deity
in Navajo mythology, lives on Spider Rock
and fastens one end of her loom to the top.
A benevolent grandmother figure, they say
she once saved the life of a Navajo youth
who was running away from enemy
tribesman by dropping him a web-cord to
help him climb up and hide. In the Navajo
creation myth, the hero twins encounter
Spider Woman as they set out on a quest to
find their father. She helps them by telling

them who their father is (the Sun) and
equipping them with knowledge and tools
that allow them to succeed through a series
of obstacles and tests (Patterson-Rudolph,
1997). It is also she, they say, who taught
the Navajo women to weave. Thus, in her
many aspects, to the initiated, Spider
Woman serves as a portal or bridge that
allows knowledge to be passed between the
sacred and the mundane. Those who have
not earned the capacity to listen miss the
voice of the spider when she talks.
Gabriel’s wife is a weaver, he tells me,
and earns a meager income by turning out
the intricate blankets and rugs that are
sought after by many westerners. I think of
my own childhood foray into the archetype
of weaving as my grandmother taught me
to crochet when I was seven, continuing a
legacy that has existed in my own family for
generations. Today, as the first woman in
my family to pursue a doctoral degree, I
weave stories as they come to me, carrying
on the tradition in my own unique way.
Meanwhile, the horses we ride are a
direct reminder of the impact of the arrival
of the Europeans on the Navajo people.
Horses, non-native to the Americas, were
first brought by the Spanish in the sixteenth
century (Wilson, 1999). Though Native
Americans were forbidden to own either
horses or guns—another boon from the
newcomers—for decades, the Navajo
adapted quickly to life on horseback and
have managed to use them to their advantage for centuries. Certainly, my trip to the
floor of Canyon de Chelly would not have
been the same without the mustangs, nor
would the images I discovered carved into
the wall across from Spider Rock.
Native American author Leslie
Marmon Silko explains that a pictograph
can be powerful because of the fact that is
an abstract rendering of the thing itself
which is imbued with magic, amplified by
prayers (in Halpern, 1987). Drawing the
idea of the thing could accomplish something not possible with a lifelike rendering
of one particular animal that was not, in
fact, the real thing. The image had to
encompass the entire meaning, the cosmos
of it. As I squint at the faint figures on the
outcropping that faces Spider Rock, most
are inscrutable to me, but a few clearly
depict men on horses and evoke some great
unspeakable dread that arises in my core.
There, surrounded by the unspeakable
beauty of incredible soaring red cliffs, I sit
in silent dismay as my Navajo guide,
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Gabriel, shares the story of what is now
known as “The Long Walk” (Supplee, et al.,
1981), the tragic displacement of the
Navajo during a forced march of the
Navajo people after Kit Carson initiated a
path of destruction in 1864, burning their
homes and crops, stealing their livestock,
and forcing them into a state of starvation
and surrender. Many of the more than
8500 Navajo forced to march to Fort
Sumner, several hundred miles away, died
on the walk. Those that did not die from
illness, freeze, starve, or get shot by U.S.
soldiers, were likely drowned while forced
at gunpoint to cross the raging Rio Grande
river where they were washed away. The
poetry of contemporary Navajo Luci
Tapahonso speaks of the horrors of the
forced march with the murder of pregnant
women and the purposeful drowning of
elders and children, or of those who were
too tired or too sick to travel (Fast, 2007).
Even though the people were eventually allowed to return to their homeland in
the canyon four years later, Gabriel related,
they found some parts of it inhabited by
“ghosts.” Those original residents that
would not surrender for the walk to Fort
Sumner had been shot as they hid in caves
or rocks, their bodies left to rot. To this
day, he insists, the Navajo refuse to drink
the water or go to the places they believe to
have been forever contaminated by this
manner of death. I was caught by surprise
when Gabriel began speaking frankly and, I
thought, with deep grief, of the ghosts in
the place. But perhaps the grief can be
assuaged; the ambient and infinite pain
made more bearable in the retelling if it can
be held and witnessed in empathy and love.
Robin Riley Fast (2007) in her appraisal
of Navajo poet Luci Tapahonso’s work,
reports that the survival of a people is at
stake in the telling and retelling of history.
It reinforces the bond between the people,
and gives them solidarity in community and
continuity in their history. It is through stories and songs, that the individual is linked
to the entire community. Blood and memory, she asserts, play a significant role in the
ongoing spiritual relationship between the
indigenous ancestors and their Native
American descendants. But it is accompanied by a powerful and poignant need for
reaffirmation when the stories are told, by a
listener gently reminding the teller how the
People discovered the flour now used in
their fry bread at Bosque Redondo, the
alien place at Fort Sumner near a stand of
18
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cottonwood trees where they were relocated and essentially held captive for four long
years. The colorful clothing that so profoundly identifies the Navajo culture today,
it is important to remember, also stems
from the time at Bosque Redondo as the
Indians were given cast off skirts and clothing in outmoded styles from European and
white women.
The stories and the grief they carry
also speak to the contemporary threat to
the Navajo community, to their vulnerability to the loss of home, culture, and community. One of the conditions for the
Navajo being allowed to return was that
they send their children to school, an act
many families resisted. In fact, in Riley
Fast’s work, she theorizes that the oral history of the Long Walk in Navajo culture

“The survival of a
people is at stake in
the telling and retelling
of history.”
serves to counteract the education the children received at the hands of the whites
(2007). My Navajo guide in the canyon,
Gabriel, also spoke mournfully of his own
concern for the future, for the generation
to which his children belong who may lose
the land they live on once again because
they do not have the necessary documents
or the proper participation in government
processes to retain the land when he and
the other elders pass on.
Clearly Gabriel lives out a long history
of betrayal which serves the alienation and
fear that many Navajos feel. During our
time in the canyon, Gabriel shared the story
of his own father who, recruited by the U.S.
Army in the 1940’s, served as a Navajo
Code talker, a feat that stymied the
Germans who could not crack the code,
and which is given much credit as a central
act in winning the war. However, for the
Navajo men who were essentially drafted
off the reservation in order to serve as
code talkers, betrayal was quick to arrive.
Gabriel’s father—along with many other
Navajo soldiers—was never compensated
for his time in service because he had not
formally registered for the draft at age 18.
Further exploitation of the Navajo
people occurred as uranium was discovered
and mined on reservation land. Starting

during World War II, the U.S. government
became the sole purchaser of uranium
from the Navajo with little protection
offered to the Navajo miners they
employed—and who typically earned minimum wage or even less (Brugge & Goble,
2001).. Rampant cases of lung cancer and
other maladies have wracked the population, and many of the people have continued to suffer as the government and their
private interests have accumulated wealth at
the expense of the People. Additionally, the
natural landscape has borne the brunt of
the mining operations—from destruction
of the local environment to the toxic waste
left behind to the estimated over 1,000
abandoned uranium mineshafts on Navajo
land today like open wounds in the land. In
light of such rampant exploitation, it comes
as no surprise to learn the Navajo are fearful and sometimes question their place in
this vastly unrecognizable world which
seems drastically imbalanced.
Luci Tapahonso (2007) asks, “What
good is memory if this place does not recognize me?” (p. 203). Indeed, loss of connection with the land would be a terrible
symptom of something gone terribly awry
and tied to loss of collective memory.
Perhaps it is the lack of relationship with
the new land and lack of mourning for
their own loss of home among the newlyarrived Europeans that initiated a wave of
destruction and despair amidst the first
inhabitants of the New World. In her poetry, Tapahonso examines the sense of alienation wrought upon the Navajo which
evokes a sense of homesickness for the
reader, blossoming into a true feeling of
emotional and literal exile. Through
Tapahonso’s own perception, it is possible
to recoup a shadow of the loss the Navajo
have suffered. Yet, in her poem, “Starlore”,
Tapahonso reassures us that healing ceremony can “restore the world for us” (p.
204). Tempest Williams reminds us, “We
are healed by our stories” (1994, p. 57).
Reconnection to land, land that holds stories and offers up memory, can provide us
with a sense of home.
On the way back through the canyon,
heading toward the steep upward trail that
will raise us out of the sacred and back to
the profane, I see it!—though only because
Gabriel points it out. There in the soft red
dirt that borders the muddy creek on
draught-ridden floor of Canyon de Chelly,
newly formed by the recent rain, are the
impossible paw prints of a single bear.

Bonnie Bright
Since it had stormed the night before, the
bear had walked this very path we rode just
hours before, wandered to the creek to
slake its thirst, and then gone on its way.
For some reason, I am caught off guard;
shaken to the center. Somehow, I am
pierced to the core of my being by the lingering presence of this unexpected bear
which occupied this very place so recently;
its ephemeral apparition preparing the way
for and encompassing our passage through

“The mother bear that
enters the womb of the
earth before the first snow
dreams her way through
winter...not simply surviving, but actually creating
new life during the barren
part of the year.”
this place—as if neither we nor the bear
could exist without the other. In the presence of the bear print, this tangible and
powerful mark that will just as surely be
washed away by the next rain, I erupt into a
torrent of tears without knowing why, their
wet essence dripping onto the neck of my
horse where their moisture mingles with
sweat and dust.
Among the Navajo, bears are considered to be powerful medicine associated
with mountains, fire, and healing herbs.
They are referred to as ancestors, and as
such, are rarely hunted and never eaten
(Sandner, 1991). Kiowa writer N. Scott
Momaday (1999) refers to Bear as the
embodied spirit of the wilderness, a radiant
presence and a spiritual restorative, linked
to storytelling—and prayer and to the print
of a bear as the mark of the great whole of
things. Terry Tempest Williams (1994)
reminds us how the Bear has long been
linked to the sacred feminine, beginning
with the Greek goddess, Artemis, whose
name means “bear” and who embodies the
wisdom of the wild and intimate knowledge of nature. In the end, as Tempest
Williams points out, the mother bear that
enters the womb of the earth before the
first snow, dreams her way through winter,
then emerges with spring with her young by
her side—not simply surviving, but actually
creating new life during the barren part of
the year. Elsewhere, she speaks of pain trig-

gered by immense beauty, by a remembering of “what we are connected to and the
delicacy of our relations…of tenderness
born out of a connection to place” (p. 57).
That, I know now, was the pain for me—
that vast mystery of existence and the
exquisite grace of my own relationship to
place—to being in that place at that
moment in time.
Much has changed for the Navajo
since their ancient ancestors made their way
across the Bering Strait and migrated, as a
people, over thousands of years. They have
borne the weight of history and struggle
since they first settled into ethereal Canyon
de Chelly with its sacred red cliffs and powerful soul of place. But their rituals will sustain them. No doubt the Navajo will continue to survive as long as they can hold the
stories close and let the echoes of place
reverberate within, remembering the ancestors and honoring the land which is so
deeply a part of them, and calling home the
power of the sacred spirits that inhabit the
land to join them.
Gary Snyder (1990) asserts, “If people
stay somewhere long enough, the spirits

will begin to speak to them. It’s the power
of the spirits coming up from the land. The
spirits and the old powers aren’t lost, they
just need people to be around long enough
and the spirits will begin to influence them”
(p. 42). In Canyon de Chelly, I listened to
the wind; I rode with wild abandon in a
mad gallop as the solid sinews of the mustang rippled beneath me. I sat in sorrow as
Gabriel, the Navajo man, told his stories of
grief and pain. I stopped cold in the presence of the bear print and let the waves of
history, story, and meaning wash over me.
The place itself was speaking, and I, but a
random passerby, breathed in the whole
and listened. There is something bigger at
work: something indefinable—something
beautiful and balanced that will always
reside within the spirit of place, and within
the people there.
Hózhó. That something will not be broken by a single event or even by centuries
of effort, oppression, or despair. Jung said:
Life has always seemed to me like a
plant that lives on its rhizome. Its true
life is invisible, hidden in the rhizome.
The part that appears above ground
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lasts only a single summer. What we
see is the blossom, which passes. The
rhizome remains. (in Sabini, 2005, p.
37)
Truly, the land holds the memory and
the continuity of story, song, and prayer
and offers a doorway to finding one’s place
in the whole of things. In the words of
poet Li-Young Lee:
Behind the sound
of trees is another
sound. Sometimes, lying
awake, or standing
like this in the yard, I hear it. It
ties our human telling
to its course
by momentum, and ours
is merely part
of its unbroken
stream, the human
and other simultaneously
told. The past
doesn’t fall away, the past
joins the greater telling, and is
(in Tapahonso, 1997, pp. 61-62).
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This poem was is inspired by hearing James
Hillman being interviewed. He was talking about
stories...

Stories' Wants
(A riff on a Hillman idea)
By William Jackson
Deep down, stories themselves want to go on,
larger than facts, deeper than news,
wiser than lies, stronger than brawn.
Angry haters of suffering as all wrong
ignore the gains possible in each wound,
whose self-telling stories want to go on
creating an eye in the form of a song
maybe a bhajan and maybe the blues
wiser than lies, stronger than brawn
“Ripple” ~ Jamie McHugh
Jamie McHugh is a somatic artist, movement therapist, and fine art photographer living on the Sonoma Coast. He teaches workshops internationally, and is
on faculty at Tamalpa Institute and John F Kennedy University in the Bay Area.
For more information, go to www.somaticexpression.com. Look for additional
art from Jamie in this issue.
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When you grow older more fears are gone
you can join forces with “Nothing-to-lose”
The stories themselves want to live on
and so you let them, dreaming along
drunk on the wine your wisdom brews
wiser than lies, and stronger than brawn.
They save generations, help life go on;
escape at your own risk, or continue
the deep down stories which want to go on
wiser than lies and stronger than brawn

<Back to TOC

Somethi ng to do with Love: Dreams
and the Archety pe of the Orphan
By Jean Raffa

Journal Entry: Feb ruary 15, 1999
Bear

B

ear lived in my house for 14
months and now he’s gone. I
miss him terribly.
Fred and I came home to an empty
house tonight after a Valentine’s Day weekend house party at our cabin in the mountains of North Carolina. Our son Matt and
his dog Bear moved out while we were
gone. I’ve been preparing myself for this. I
knew it was going to happen soon, but I
didn’t know it would be this weekend.
The house lost some life while we were
gone. I knew it the moment I opened the
door and there was no galumphing, snuffling, waggy-tailed golden retriever grinning
with delight, wiggling into a U to snuggle as
close as possible — thumping his thick tail
against my legs with one end, snorting and
slobbering all over my jeans with the other.
While we were away the joy in my heart just
hopped into Matt’s car and rode off to his
new house. How will I retrieve it?
What’s going on here? I have a loving
family, dear friends, and work I love. Yet I
am inordinately attached to this dog who
does not belong to me, and strangely
heavy-hearted that he’s left my house. Why
so sad? The fact that his new home is only
a mile away and I can see him whenever I
want makes this especially puzzling.
I need to pay attention to this melancholy mood. It surely speaks of more than
the departure of a shaggy, four-legged
house guest who protracted his stay twelve
months longer than anyone expected. And
so I will take the advice I give to those who
seek help with their dreams. I will do something creative to beguile the mystery and
entice it into the world where I can see it. I
will listen to the voices whispering in the
hidden chambers of my heart and give
them names and personalities. I will explore
my feelings in this journal. Something decisive will grow out of my ego’s joint venture
with my unconscious. It always does.
Valentine’s Day. The mystery about
Bear and me has something to do with
love: wanting it, needing it, wanting to give
it? Losing it?

Journal Entry: Feb ruary 17, 1999,
Morning
Orphans
I have a free day so will work with my
two most recent dreams by summarizing
them here, recording my associations with
their dominant images and emotions, and
looking for meaningful connections to
recent events in waking life.
Both dreams were disturbing. In
Monday night’s dream I’m driving a lawn
mower and am surprised to see that I’m
pulling three portable potties behind me,
tiered one above the other, which appear to
have been the unlucky recipients of some
explosive diarrhea. The image suggests I
am trying to get rid of, but still unconsciously lugging around, some powerful and
“disgusting” inner contents.
Last night’s dream features some dangerous intruders who invade my house and
run upstairs Fred goes to turn on the alarm
to alert the police so I relax. But after time
passes and the police have not arrived, I see
shadows descending the staircase and run
for my life.
Unwanted diarrhea. Dangerous intruders. Both dreams remind me of some powerful emotions I experienced after last
weekend’s house party at the cabin. We had
invited four couples to join us. Since it was
Valentine’s Day weekend we decided to be
romantic and silly. We made valentines out
of red construction paper and lace and
gave them to our mates with hugs and kisses. We wrapped lights with pink tulle and
red ribbons and stuck hearts and Cupids on
the windows. Saturday morning we hiked
through the snow and I wished Bear was
there. He had adored our snowy walks over
the Christmas holidays and would have
loved being there again.
On the way back to the airport one
couple brought up the subject of a form of
active listening they sometimes use. The
wife said it is helpful for her husband who
finds it hard to express his feelings. As a
child his mother rarely listened to him so
he learned to keep his hurt feelings to himself. After they demonstrated the technique
Fred said he disliked it because it was

unnecessarily artificial and painful. Suddenly
I found myself holding back tears. I told
the others I have difficulty communicating
uncomfortable feelings too, and that a part
of me sometimes feels hopeless about ever
being fully heard. I think of this part of
myself as an Orphan who would consider it
an extraordinary gift of love if Fred would
listen to me the way our friends listen to
each other.
Fred was astonished. He had no idea I
would take his attitude personally. When we
were alone on the plane he apologized sincerely for hurting me, but by then I’d been
slammed by a tidal wave and was swimming
for my life. What to do? I went for active
imagination. As the plane taxied down the
runway, I closed my eyes, visualized my
Orphan, and had a talk with her. I said I
could see how hurt she was and how hopeless she felt but I loved her anyway. I said
I would always love her and listen to her
even if my husband couldn’t. Suddenly,
almost miraculously, I was chuckling at the
ridiculousness of talking to myself like this.
The hurt and anger had vanished.
These dreams show me how powerful
my Orphan shadow is. The symptoms of
her presence are emotions I’d rather disown: self-pity, sadness, fear of losing the
security of love. When she is aroused, she
activates another inner character I think of
as my shadow Warrior who retaliates to
defend her. Occasionally it takes all my
objectivity and will-power to prevent his
anger from taking over. It always feels so
justified, as if I am rightly defending myself
against a cruel, unfair attack.
In her book The Hero Within Carol
Pearson says everyone has an inner
Orphan—a complex of feelings held over
from childhood when we were powerless,
fearful of abandonment and desperate for
love. She writes that the Orphan’s fear is
“so profound that it usually is not experienced directly. The more apparent emotion
is anger—either turned inward....or else
turned outward toward God, the universe,
parents, institutions—anything or anyone
that can be identified as not properly taking
care of them”i including husbands, no
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doubt! It was my Warrior’s explosive anger
I was carrying around in the toilets and
running from when it intruded into the
house of my psyche. But my anger is a
symptom and not the cause. The real problem is my Orphan.
Clearly, Dream Mother is trying to
draw my attention to her. Why did she
show up during a weekend devoted to love?
And was it mere coincidence that Bear
moved out the very same weekend? I
sense a connection between my Orphan
and my attachment to him. I am meant to
learn an important lesson from this teacher.

Journal Entry: Feb ruary 17, 1999,
Afternoon
Goddesses
I’ve been doing inner work for so long
that synchronicity is now a common occurrence. Sometimes all I have to do is be
intentional about asking a question and
Poof! a meaningful answer appears within
moments as if by magic. So it was this
morning. After working on the above two
dreams I still wasn’t satisfied so I skimmed
through my dream journal for additional
information.Within moments I came across
a forgotten week-old dream featuring Bear
and a little Orphan girl. Bingo! S y n chronicity!
I am definitely on to something.
Dream #3511: Artemis and Aphrodite
Matt and I are in a house with several other peo ple. Matt listens as I talk to a dark haired little
girl. She acts oddly reticent; then begins to quote a
sophisticated poem. We think she must be a wise,
precocious child. She tells us sadly that she was left
by her parents to be an orphan. I encourage her to
forgive her parents. Her sense of being orphaned
appears to stand in the way of her growth and
interactions with others.
Meanwhile a younger little blonde-haired girl has
been playing with Bear nearby. Bear comes to me
and lays his head in my lap and looks up at me
mournfully. The child has stuck pins and needles
all over his head and I am appalled and furious. I
swiftly remove them and throw them on the floor
then growl furiously at her, “Don’t you ever stick
pins in that dog again or hurt him in any way!”
She cowers in a puddle on the floor. I don’t care if
I’m being mean or if she’s afraid of me. I feel very
righteous in my indignation.
I pick Bear up protectively in my arms
and head out the door. Someone inside a
waiting car calls out, “I can see you’re not
ready to go, but what about the rest of us?
Do we just have to sit here and do nothing
since you don’t feel like doing anything?” I
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ponder this, wondering what to do with
Bear. Maybe I could take him with us. One
thing is for sure: I’m not going to leave
him here with that rotten child!
I find it very significant that this
dream, which features Bear, Matt, and an
Orphan, came a week before the events of
last weekend when I had no idea my
Orphan would soon be forcing herself into
my awareness or that Bear’s move was
imminent. This tells me my unconscious
self was preparing me for new awareness to
emerge.
The first part of the dream depicts my
Orphan. How do I respond to her sadness?
Typically, I try to talk her out of it. I don’t
want her to feel sorry for herself; I want
her to see things from her parents’ point of
view. Unfortunately, while such reasoning

“While reasoning
seems perfectly logical
to the adult mind,
childish feelings don’t
go away just because
we disown them”
seems perfectly logical to the adult mind,
childish feelings don’t go away just because
we disown them. I despise self-pity and
have tried to talk my Orphan out of it ever
since my father died when I was 11, but the
events of last weekend prove she will not
be easily dismissed. She still feels alone and
unloved and the dream says this attitude is
an obstacle to her (my) growth and relationships. Just how much of an obstacle
was made clear this weekend.
My Orphan is very refined. She does
not act out her hurt in cruel ways but sits
quietly and feels sorry for herself without
bothering anybody. She uses poetry—intellectualizations made up of abstract words
and ideas—as a channel for her creative
energies and a way to get the attention she
craves. She represents the part of me that
found socially acceptable ways to deal with
early feelings of abandonment and alienation.
The blonde-haired child is younger and
far less civilized than the Orphan. I think
she represents my deepest, most uncivilized
emotions. Raw and instinctive, archetypal
and untamable, whether I like them or
not—and in the dream I most certainly do
not—they are part of me too. Although

she is alone there is no suggestion of
orphanhood. I think she represents a different kind of feminine energy bubbling into
my consciousness—a new-found naturalness, a savage determination to express my
true feelings instead of trying to talk myself
out of them. Where the Orphan is calm
and obedient, she is wild and untamed.
Where the Orphan is cerebral and verbal,
she is utterly physical and doesn’t speak at
all. The Orphan is passive; she is active.
The Orphan thinks of herself as a victim;
this urchin is a feisty aggressor.
Another important clue: She has
blonde hair. In my dream life this suggests
closeness to the goddesses and gods who in
Greek mythology were always blonde. As
images of archetypal forces which humans
have always experienced as sacred, the goddesses and gods could be as cruel as they
could be wise and loving. Maybe I’d understand this child better if I could associate
her with one of the Greek goddesses. But
which one?
The little girl is very closely associated
with Bear; moreover, she is willing to hurt
him—not seriously, but enough to rouse
my anger. This is the most puzzling part of
the dream. What on earth is there in me
that could harm Bear? Think. Of all the
Greek goddesses, who would be most apt
to wound an animal? Of course. Artemis,
goddess of the moon, the wilderness and
the hunt. Her closeness to the animal
instincts is symbolized in classical art by an
ever-present dog at her feet. Most significant of all, in Who’s Who in Mythology,
Alexander Murray says of Artemis, “As
Brauronia, with the symbol of a bear, she
had a sanctuary on the Acropolis of
Athens.”ii
But how could the little Artemis in me
wound the very animal that is her totem?
Because although the goddess was the
friend and protectress of everything wild
and innocent she also killed wild animals
for sport! Could the blonde child represent
a part of me that has a new tolerance for
paradox and greater openness to my wild
side? I hope so, for this speaks to a growing
ability to integrate the opposites: life and
death, good and evil, light and dark. Ugly
and cruel as raw instincts and emotions
may seem to my ego, wholeness will be forever beyond my reach if I cannot accept
them.
The second goddess who comes to
mind is Aphrodite. It would be just like her
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to instruct Eros to wound my heart the
very weekend we mortals celebrate her gift
to us! Aphrodite understands love; but, like
Artemis, she will not be limited to one-sidedness, for she is equally comfortable with
hatred and all the “baser” emotions including anger, vindictiveness, and jealousy.
Jealousy. Aphrodite was always punishing
women who drew her worshipers’ attention
away from herself. Jealousy! Could the little
girl be an emerging Aphrodite who is jealous of my love for Bear? Did she stick
pins in his head, not so much to hurt him,
but to get my attention?
There it is. These two children, opposites in almost every way, represent truths
about my instinctual self. In Psychological
Factors Determining Human Behavior, Jung said
we have five instincts—hunger (or nurturance), activity, sexuality, reflection and creativity.iii The issue in this dream is nurturance: An Orphan feels deprived and is
hungry for love. Her caregivers may love
her, but the kind of nurturing she wants or
needs is not the kind she gets.
As a sensitive and well-meaning child I
disowned feelings of self-pity, despair, and
anger to protect my hard-working mother
from my savage self. As an adult I still preferred not to see my neediness so I projected it onto Bear; hence, my attachment to
him. And my budding Artemis and
Aphrodite are sad and jealous because I
have lavished so much love on Bear and
ignored them. I envy Bear’s freedom to be
authentic while imprisoning my own
instincts. Well-trained by my religious tradition I seek to soar high above nature’s
earthy, uncivilized side.
Is this why some people get such
pleasure out of hunting and killing wild animals? Are they unconsciously trying to
destroy their own dangerous wildness? Are
we so deeply attached to our pets because
training and loving them is an expression of
our need to subdue and accept our own
animal natures? “Love me too,” says the
blonde-haired child. “I may seem cruel to
you, but I am just as much a part of you as
Bear is. In fact, as my golden hair suggests,
I am sacred.
Sacred? Even the jealousy? Even the
natural cruelty? Yes, these parts of us are
sacred just as the cruel and tempestuous
Greek gods and goddesses were sacred.
Just as the angry, jealous, judgmental Old
Testament Yahweh was sacred. Just as
Hinduism’s black-faced, blood-loving Kali

is sacred. Sacred because all of life, all of
creation with its cycles of Life, Death, and
Rebirth is sacred. Sacred because every soul
is sacred. We know this deep in our bones
but fight it mightily with reason. This is the
meaning of the ancient mystical saying that
to know oneself is to know God. Or as
Sainte Julian of Norwich wrote, “We can
never know God until we first know clearly
our own soul.”iv
If I wish to know my own soul, I must
accept what the children in my dream rep-

“An Orphan feels
deprived and is hungry
for love. Her caregivers
may love her, but the
kind of nurturing she
wants or needs is not
the kind she gets”
resent. The Orphan symbolizes a complex
of emotions I associate with victims. I hate
her sad mopiness and self-pity, am embarrassed by her insecurity and self-doubt. I
could feel sorry for Bear when his companion Max got run over by a car shortly after
they came to live with us, but not for
myself when my father died. So I projected
my Orphan onto Bear. I imagined he felt
sad, lonely and neglected and gave him all
the love and attention my Orphan wanted
and deserved. “You have no reason to feel
melancholy,” I tell myself. “Grow up and
get over it,” I say sternly. Is it any wonder
my Orphan feels alone? Is there anyone in
the world willing to love her just as she is?
To her it must feel as if there is not.
And like it or not, another part of me
is like the blonde-haired girl. This dream is
a summons to love my humanness in all its
flaws and imperfections and this child is
showing me what real humanness looks
like. Can I learn to love her as much as I
love Bear? Can I reclaim my instinctual
self ?
The last part of the dream shows
where my energy is headed. Other parts of
my psyche are ready to get on with the
journey but are held back by an ego still
embracing my Orphan projections, still
hauling unwelcome, cumbersome emotions
behind me like diarrhea-filled toilets!
These little girls do not represent the

only emotions I disown. In the dream
about the intruders, my ego wants to escape
blame for any communication problems my
husband and I have, and any anger I might
feel over it. “It was his responsibility to set
the alarm,” my dream ego thinks. “It’s not
my fault the intruders (my fear and anger)
became a threat.” In waking life, this corresponds to my ego thinking, “He should
protect me from my insecurity and if he
doesn’t, it is his fault.” Ouch!
“The dark-haired Orphan may be
unforgiving, but not me,” says my ego. “I’m
the reasonable one who tells orphans how
they should feel.” Later I think, “The
blonde-haired child may be cruel, but not
me, by God! I’m the defender and protectress of the instincts. When I get angry, it’s
justified by the cruelty and insensitivity of
others.” Double ouch!
Is not this the same tough attitude of
Artemis who found it so easy to destroy
others with her anger when they offended
her or one of her innocent creatures? And
is this not how I occasionally feel in waking
life? Do I not project my own little cruelties onto others? Have I not seen myself as
Bear’s protectress, even though he isn’t really an orphan and doesn’t even belong to
me? Isn’t he a substitute for my own
Orphan who I refuse to acknowledge yet
unconsciously defend with self-righteous
anger?
But there is hope for me. The dream
says I am pondering what to do with Bear
if I press forward on my journey into consciousness. Can I put Bear on the ground
where he belongs and embrace my unlovable little girls? Can I bring them along with
me on the journey, giving them the love
and attention they crave?

Notes
i Pearson, Carol. The Hero Within, 29.
ii Murray, Alexander. Who’s Who in Mythology, 113114.
iii Jung, Carl G. The Structure and Dynamics of the
Psyche, 118.
iv Doyle, Brendan. Meditations with Julian of Norwich,
98.
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“Sunset” ~ Jamie McHugh

Astonishism
by James Burden
illusions interluding to intergalactic understanding
cross connected with confusion unwoven in becoming
one cant help but wonder from whence doth it be cast
awakening awesome astonishisms out of the primordial pulpit of the past
deepest dreams depart from the mysterious mist of history
founding future frustrations for the inevitable solar society
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It Pains Me to Say
By Jane Yeager

T

his mouth my dear, is an
unconscious confessional
through which pour the spirited
matters of body and soul. Words and tones
that are imagined, nourished and positioned
by toiling organs are sung, spat and ‘sentenced out’ to meet the ear of self and
world. Broadly-cast from the soul’s mystery
into a breast which teems with secret, selfsacrificing passions and ancient wounds are
the archaic and sublime sounds of those
awkward, archetypal lovers, Pleasure and
Pain. In a flash of recognition, the bold
grasp of pulsing desire meets the electric
clasp of disdain and what their perfumed
mating intends, struggles toward life’s surface, in words. Transformed thus from
struggling impulse to potent force, the lipsmacking fruits of pleasured pain are carried in culminating force through the canal
of human frailty (and prudent infidelity),
popping out singularly as props to the outer
play and collectively, as servants to the
inner stage… (a paltry service, given the
profound wonder and honour of being cast
to the wind of winking in and out of this
kind of life).
The first threads whisper and wail…
laugh and lark their way out from the
throat. Eruptive syllables are sewn up in
storybook fashion and are pledged to the
air in profane and sacred, magical and mundane prose. Their smug and seductive
sounds are pouted through a maze of
hyperbole and linguistic tittle-tattle (in hectic, moderately cadenced or laconic style).
Bits of the speaking mystery are
chased (and sometimes chastened) by original and common prayer and if captured are
as likely to be flayed feverishly for all their
worth on the altar of voluminous and rhapsodic prose as they are to be taken down,
into a naked and cold-kneed kiss, at the
foot of a beloved and ordained lament.
While purporting to bow earnestly to clinical, ecclesiastical or legal writ, the simplest
of lines can become allied with fear. Their
potent intercourse is scattered into the mirrored shadows of obscure, hedonistic and
rambling ruin. The bell of initial truth is all
too briefly heard, its sweet intonation being

sacrificed to the gagging and ever shifting
sands of the academic, corporate and political drone.
Flushed from the loins of self deprivation, the flesh of Divine Inspiration falls
inspirationally and medicinally into the
service of life. Strands of enigmatic intent
may escape the grasping, gasping and
devaluing show, priming the hand’s excitement to engage in forthright service and in
functional joy, the untying of tongues linguistic and the fingering of instruments
artistic. The uninhibited scent of that
untidy romp carries bodies onto the sheets
of fondling the mythic jest, fingering the
mystic clay and freeing the voice of scientific lore to sing its original song.

“The clarion bell of
initial truth is all too
briefly heard, its sweet
intonation being sacrificed to the gagging
and ever shifting sands
of the academic,
corporate and
political drone”
And in a fine twisting, rib-tickling,
kicking up of the heels of fortune, the rare
turnings, raw stirrings and shameless beauty
of words may be pounced upon by the
heretical, poetic kiss.
Our letters might leap into life to be
pressed and bound by the volume to a
novel’s heart, pinned in rare moment of
discovery to a fecund, scholarly breast or
set in regal stature to a divine nature’s musical score. Splashed onto canvas and into
moving images each vocal character is readdressed to the eye, sacredly, timidly,
insanely and perforce. Hopping out from
their various natural habitats they are persuaded onto newsprint and into be-doodled
diaries. Those that carry resonance with the
body are pierced colourfully and painfully

into the skin and are licked in tongue lolling
fashion through woven threads to be spat
wildly over shirts, shoes, bags and caps.
The exhibitionists among the tongue’s
publicity hounds splash themselves against
all manner of walls. Their open legged language flashes private and public ‘bits’ under
flickering lights and plasters verbal pasties
of promise against the seductive, insolvent
screens of fleeting opportunity. Those
characters of sound which exhort passionately and effusively their imperfect truths
out from behind lecterns and pulpits, which
thrust themselves mightily into ready
throats from atop high podiums and which
gush dream-like and cross-legged through
serene mountain vales, share a common
sphincter; one that twitches in response to
the overwhelming urge. The soapbox over
which the voice of rhetoric and out-projection reigns, relies for its integrity upon
boards grown by the goddess of rot and
nails forged by the god of rust. And words
whispered across a kitchen table to an
empty chair, slipped into a dreaming child’s
ear, traced with a warm fingertip onto a
lover’s back and cried out across a sea of
green turf, poppy strewn and stone
crossed… all these words claw at the grave
of love and mouth its deep magic back to
life.
Should the soul’s singular and collective forces find a tupenny’s worth of innate
power, they might leap from a trembling
wand to ride that spending wave into sensible form. Thence they may be tossed into
the air, perhaps to be caught by the eagleeyed imagination or perhaps to fall without
purchase into the blinding flood of ambient
noise. Their recorded natures may be committed to shelves, consigned to museum
halls, interred in the heart’s yawning
canyons. What of this brilliant stuff and
nonsense is not carved into living trees or
scribed on the sides of bathroom cubicles
may be laid to rest in the world’s archival
tombs. And all these shards are felt in the
body and are then drawn out of time and
space, back again into the vast sea of
nether-life, for their pains.
Burdened not by the business of their
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making, the newly hatched, half-shared and
shelf hardened revelations that post their
form on the backs of words (said, erroneously to be original creations), care nothing for what they mean or how they look or
sound. They are never to be caught
canoodling with what intends them to
speak as messengers of a deeper life; nor
can they be found negotiating with what
bids them fall silent just short of spanning
that divide between ignorance and ‘a-ha’.
But we do, my dear. We humans do care
how we are interpreted…how our meanings
are taken and that is why we are mostly
deaf to what is really said to us through our
talk.
Words are the hounds of a lost sound
baying from between the cold stones of
unconscious and conscious life. They are
the cries of the wounds of time which
bleat piteously, enticingly, from the lips of
that forgotten, wild thing. Clothed in lamblike attire, they are made to reveal what lies
behind false modesty and fading grace.

“Funky Chicken” - Jane Yeager
Their roaring voice says more than what is
heard and it knows not the gregarious
nature of its mirth’s unyielded smile.
The sayings of the mouth may marry
their full meaning to the ear when a mystery attends the receptive heart and invites
it to perch in plain astonishment upon the
rock of an explicit and sensual grace. And
even through the engaging service of the
Divine, Operatic Pen, (that stylus which is
inked with an intoxicating respect for the
unknown), the deep will of a life-driven
impulse enters and delivers its prime message at least in part at the expense of the
jollified and underexposed flesh.
And there may come unto us that radiant, life serving moment when what the ear
hears and what the deep heart has intended
it to hear, are one.
The lips, my dear, in their indiscriminant nature, part, rarely blessing the ear
with a direct line to and from the soul.
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They open more commonly not so much to
impart as to expound upon what they really
mean to say. Sallying forth astride the folly
and fright of the inner sex, the mouth
protests its dewy happiness and holy misery
to the hilt. And should the ear skid suddenly off the greased wheel of hearing that
habitual rant and should its curiosity surge
into the receptive plane as ruled by the
three divinities of Verse, Wonder and Woe
(which take their ease most commonly on
the mouth’s sharply pitched plank), oh how
laughter would out-cry grief! And by virtue
of this deeply felt relief, one might flatter
the heart’s artful understanding, by welcoming back all manner of the soul’s related
bits… retrieved and suddenly, ah-ha…simply from the air!
Had we the courage and capacity to
entertain all of what our organs say, might
our bodies be inclined to cry less through
illness and pain and more through the song
of a brave and splendid health? Do we
feast obsessively on words heaped onto the
table of relative ignorance and bliss or do
we set a telling table sufficient unto the
soul’s need? Sat to a fine linen cloth one
might learn to savor words as characters in
a life long poem which share a deep appreciation for and relationship with the instrument of their making.
Wh at it pains me to say takes no pains at
all to be written and heard in the heart, anew.
Ah…one word, if just one word be
spent well in a day what fortune might be
made from that soul-purchased luck and
the astonished mouth’s trap could then be
and is now, well and truly… shut.
Jane Yaeger, (Penelope Jane Fields), has
been a writer and artist all her life. Her two
dances with cancer, world travels and initiations from inspired teachers continue to
nourish and challenge her pioneering spirit as
a woman, a writer, a teacher and as an artist.
She reads poetry, story and art like a dream;
sensing the feeling truth living ‘between the
lines and brush strokes’.
“The invitation is to place ego in harmony
with what wants to happen in the moment.
My creative and teaching 'muse' is, in its everpresent sense of humour, a guide…through
the most testing and radiant of times.”
“Mystery Garden”, a new collection of
soul writings, stories and poems is available
by writing fieldspen@yahoo.ca. “Forest Walk
at Twilight”, a DVD offering inspired poetry,
classical music, the author’s voice and sublime photos is also available. Her web site’s
life is in its infancy; www.thesetreez.com. P. J.
Fields lives with her husband in the Kingston
area of Ontario, Canada. Her teaching work
takes her throughout the world.

"At times I feel as if
I am spread out
over the landscape
and inside things,
and am myself living
in every tree, in the
plashing of the waves,
in the clouds and
the animals that
come and go,
in the procession
of the seasons.
There is nothing…
with which
I am not linked"
~C.G. Jung
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A Coyote’ s Tale
By Mary Fullwood

Introduction

I

n this historical short story the
author uses the quest of the fictional character of Rose to bring
together the threads of dance, ritual, nature,
and the feminine during the time of the
slaughter of the buffalo, the Ghost Dance,
and the Wounded Knee Massacre in the
United States, while in Europe, the celebration of carnival was lost to religious
oppression and ancient cave drawings
depicting buffalo were discovered. The
author crafts a story which excavates from
beneath modern notions of control and
causality the irrepressible and synchronistic
power of ritual and symbol at work across
time and cultures.
Joy or sorrow, trust or deceit, bitterness or
ecstasy, all affect the soul
which, in turn, touches the soul of the world
and leaves its imprint.
We keep no secrets from the unconscious. . . .
Whatever we live out in the manifest world,
affects that world in more profound ways than
we could ever imagine.-June Singer i
A wild animal has been leaving me
things. Two gifts, placed with a quality that
emanates shyness and intention, were precisely placed a few feet up from the base of
my driveway. My sense is a coyote has been
coming from the back side of Montana de
Oro, the chaparral lands that drop down
into my neighborhood. Coyote has a knack
for bringing the invisible to light, and,
therefore, I am not surprised by these guiding contributions. However, he is a trickster,
one whose offerings are to be stumbled
upon, or, if unnoticed, stumbled over.
The first gift from this wild presence is
a coyote’s stifle, the place on the dog where
its leg bends. The bones are still held by
connective tissue but have been cleaned and
cooked by the sun, the earth, the air and
water, and, most likely, were first a meal to
turkey vultures and ants. Heat has fused
sand into the bone and what once was skin
has hardened to rawhide. The exposed
joint, held together now by dried connective tissue, carries memories of leaping,
coordination, balance.

The next object appeared in the same
spot one week later. At first I did not recognize it as a present. It is the navel of an
orange where the exterior orange rind has
been nibbled away to expose white belly
flesh framing the bright orange center: it is
a skillfully sculpted and articulated belly
button.
These two objects are guiding contributions bringing the invisible to light. But
just in case I did not “get it,” did not stumble upon these contributions, Coyote
bestowed one more message that was
straight up blatant, one that I stumbled
over with my jaw dropped open.
It occurred in the very place I write.
While things were being left on my driveway, another appeared here, in case I had
any question as to who was presenting all
of these presents. Beside my writing area, a
Sagrada driftwood Coyote with the appearance of an orchestra conductor has been
expressing a multitude of creative opinions.
After sitting content in this place for several
years, suddenly, with the simple gesture of
putting a water glass down, his head fell off.
As a bumbling human, I could have overlooked this as inconsequential, and, therefore, Coyote upped the ante by having his
head roll and fall onto a second surface.
Diving down seven inches onto my writing
table, Coyote did not jostle one single
object – not one single Sagrada stone, or
the seedpod rattle, or the piece of fossilized
pine resin, or Sagrada beach-worn bull
teeth. It took complete skill, as if practiced
time and again, for this moment to be
pulled off without a hitch. Coyote was
quite aware of the previous writing on the
female grotto-esque and the cycles of
rebirth coming out from the ashes. His
third contribution was a friendly reminder
that the ash-renewal cycles were incomplete.
As I watched Coyote’s head fall, wideeyed and jaw-dropped by the precision of
the event, an object revealed itself inside
his body. It was something I had forgotten
about. When I created this Coyote from
driftwood, I had placed a piece of beach
glass inside him. Upon seeing it again, I was

flooded with its memory. It was once a
piece of manufactured glass, most likely
thrown into a gathering’s bonfire. Through
the heat of fire the glass melted back into
an elemental state, a molten pool, gathered
ash into the purity and clarity of its body,
and cooled into its renewed organic form.
Thereafter, it was taken out to sea by the
tides and polished all the more luminous
through the rhythms and pulsations of the
ocean’s body. Transformation upon transformation: ash memory held within
processes of renewal.
Imagine this piece of ash-infused glass
in Black Elk’s hand. The young healer is on
a ship sailing east “across the big water to

“As I watched
Coyote’s head fall,
wide-eyed and
jaw-dropped by the
precision of the event,
an object revealed itself
inside his body”
strange lands.” Holding this luminous mass
in his hand, he looks deep into the memory
of the ash and allows the heat of the glass,
which is absorbing the heat of the sun, to
travel his senses and warm his heart. His
inner heat radiates out in the reciprocal
dance with elemental earth as he travels the
ocean in search of wisdom that could bring
renewal. The year is 1886 and Black Elk,
the young Native American healer, has
joined the circus. Joining Buffalo Bill’s Wild
West show to cross the big water, Black Elk
recounts, “I thought I ought to go, because
I might learn some secret of the Wasichus
that would help my people somehow” as “it
seemed that there was a little hope.” ii
Black Elk and his fellow shipmates, his
circus comrades, arrived in Europe, the origin lands of the Wasichus, “White People”,
at a time when secrets were kept tightly
bundled in order to create a perfected and
cultivated civilized appearance.iii Wasichus’
Depth Insights, Volume 1, Fall 2011
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Western culture was placing priority on a
closed body, one without connection to the
pulse of the earth.iv When Buffalo Bill’s
ship anchored, however, Trickster was at
work turning things on end to break
through the illusion of a closed, contained,
civilized body. Trickster began creating fissures in the earth to reveal a past that far
exceeded what Europeans thought was the
past: and it was infused with delight.v
These fissures created great turbulence
for Wasichus because the vessel of creative
ritual had been omitted and emergence had
become something best to keep secret.
Cultures do not assimilate new knowledge
or paradigm shift without first accepting ritual assistance. Without a ritualized context,
as carnival had provided, the grotto-esque
matters being revealed were denied. Black
Elk was right to suspect there was some
secret to learn that would help his people
somehow: Wasichus were keeping secret the
healing legacy emerging from the ground.
Prehistory’s grotto-esque legacy was literally resurfacing while carnival was undergoing its complete repression as a ritual,
cultural practice; Native Americans were
being killed in mass through the European
“settling” of lands and the spread of disease; and Wasichu women in Europe and
America were suffering from hysteria, what
James Hillman describes as a medical, secular shift away from the persecution of
women as witches. The “witch” became a
patient, no longer evil but sick.vi Within this
dark mix, Trickster appeared, offering connective tissue to heal vast lands, times and
cultures.
A significant aspect of the connective
tissue emerged in the form of bison coming “to revivify our humanity when it seems
in its moment of greatest peril.” vii As
Wasichus were tragically destroying the
bison in North America, the sacred animal
of Native Americans upon which their lives
depended, the earth started opening to
reveal the Ancient Ones.viii Bison, known
to Native Americans as symbolically containing the entire universe, the earth, and all
that grows from her, were once – for millennia – the sacred animal for Wasichus as
well.ix Unable to remember their own
sacred connection, Europeans, upon seeing
North American bison, called them “buffalo” after animals seen in Africa and Asia,
and showed no difficulty massacring them.
Black Elk recalls,
That fall [1883], they say, the last of
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the bison herds were slaughtered by
the Wasichus. I can remember when
the bison were so many that they could
not be counted, but more and more
Wasichus came to kill them until there
were only heaps of bones scattered
where they used to be. The Wasichus
did not kill them to eat; they killed
them for the metal that makes them
crazy, and they took only the hides to
sell. Sometimes they did not even take
the hides. . . . When we hunted bison,
we killed only what we needed.x
Traveling with Buffalo Bill’s Wild
West show, Black Elk was in the thick
of all the earth was opening to reveal.
These revelations could have helped
his people “somehow” had the discoveries not been kept secret: seven years
prior to Black Elk’s arrival, prehistoric
cave paintings of sacred bison had
been found.

“As Wasichus were
tragically destroying the
bison in North America,
the sacred animal of
Native Americans upon
which their lives
depended, the earth
started opening to reveal
the Ancient Ones.”
In 1879, Don Marcelino Sanz de
Sautuola entered the recently discovered
cave of Altamira in northern Spain to excavate artifacts just inside its entrance. His
nine-year-old daughter, Maria, being small
and playful, wandered further in and looked
up. She discovered Altamira’s famous painted ceiling, where sacred bison roam with “a
freeness that transcends simple religious or
material concerns.” xi Sautuola published a
paper on the find, stating his conviction
that the paintings were Paleolithic, exceedingly older – an additional 10,000 years
older – than Western culture’s concept of
the beginning of time.xii His findings were
considered outrageous and rejected.xiii As
Jose Antonio Lasheras Corruchaga
observes,
Reactions to the discovery ranged from
prudence to open contempt.
Everything about Altamira seemed

excessive, both its antiquity and the
magnitude and quality of the paintings.
Moreover, it had all happened too suddenly; practically nobody was prepared
for such a revelation. The discovery
had not been foreseen, and consequently . . . was overlooked and relegated to oblivion for over twenty
years.xiv
So threatening was this treasure that
one anonymous Victorian woman commented, “Let us hope it is not true,” adding
a determined proviso just in case: “but if it
is, let us pray that it will not become generally known.” xv
There were Wasichus not holding
secrets, though, and Johann Jacob Bachofen
was one of them. A young Swiss scholar in
the 1830s, Bachofen suspected Europeans
once lived with an entirely different frame
of consciousness. Joseph Campbell writes,
One has to keep reminding oneself,
when reading this perceptive scholar,
that in his day the sites of Helen’s Troy
and Pasiphae’s Crete had not yet been
excavated – nor any of those early
neolithic villages that have yielded the
multitudes of ceramic naked-goddess
figurines. . . . Indeed, in his student
years he had already passed beyond the
learning of his century when he
noticed that there were customs recognized in Roman law that could never
have originated in a patriarchal
society.xvi
Before there was any archaeological
evidence to corroborate Bachofen’s theory,
he was convinced that the origins of culture were much older than imagined and
had evolved from a partnership model
based on reciprocal relationship with the
Great Mother. Here, all are her children
coming from the earth-as-womb to return
once again to be enveloped by her flesh,
the earth-as-tomb.xvii
Had Black Elk encountered Bachofen
a great secret would have come to light, as
the elder Bachofen would have told the
young healer,
It is one of my profoundest convictions that without a thorough transformation of our whole being, without a
return to ancient simplicity and health
of soul, one cannot gain even the merest intimation of the greatness of
those ancient times and their thinking,
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of those days when the human race
had not yet, as it has today, departed
from its harmony with creation.xviii
The great cause of this scholar, from
his earliest years to his death, was to offer a
healing by “communicating the sublimely
beautiful ideas of the past to an age that is
very much in need of regeneration.” xix
Black Elk returned to America after
three years. Reaching shore, he began to
tear, regretful for not having found the
knowledge that would “help his people
somehow”. Dropping into the full experience of his sadness, he thanked the piece
of ash-infused glass for accompanying him
on his journey. Pressing it to his heart to
once again exchange warmth, Black Elk
then lifted it to his mouth and kissed the
ash-infused matter. Next, he gently placed it
at the ebbing edge of the ocean so it could
travel on, assisting other passages. In the
moment his hand released the glass and the
ocean kissed his fingers, he heard words –
words regarding that unrevealed secret:
“regeneration, a return to sources.”
Thereafter, Black Elk made his way home
and found that his relations were hearing
similar words through the vision of dance.
How does regeneration emerge?
Through a return to sources: “life cannot
be repaired, it can only be re-created.” xx The
return to harmony with creation is through
ritualized attunement, and Black Elk and
his kin had not forgotten this despite all the
tragedy that had befallen them. They had
not forgotten the power of ritual.
Back home, Black Elk learned that
while he was away there had been a complete eclipse of the sun and the earth had
trembled. At this time, Wovoka, a Paiute
healer, had a vision that in dancing the
“round dance”, the ritual which became
known as the Ghost Dance, the earth
would roll up, the bison would return, and
the Ancestors would reappear to bring
forth the necessary healing. “Word came to
us that the Indians were beginning to dance
everywhere,” Black Elk noted, but the
“Wasichus were afraid.” xxi
Coyote arrived, placing a dried coyote
stifle in the center of the Great Round and
joined the Ghost Dance. Twirling on his
back haunches, he looked more like a twolegged being as he pranced, his front paws
stretched out toward the sky to assist with
rolling up the hills. But when Coyote assists,
transformation may not occur in the place
it is expected. Malidoma Patrice Some

describes, “What goes wrong in the visible
world is only the tip of the iceberg. So to
correct a dysfunctional state of affairs
effectively, one must first locate its hidden
area, its symbolic dimension.” xxii Being
Coyote is a helpful sort, his participation
with the dysfunctional state of affairs lay in
finding its hidden, symbolic dimension
located throughout Europe. The Ghost
Dance did roll up the hills to bring forth
the return of bison and ancestors, but from
a wholly unexpected time and place, and
with such force Wasichus could no longer
keep it secret.
Five years after the tragic ending of
the Ghost Dance, the Wounded Knee massacre of 1890, cave upon cave began opening their painted womb interiors after incubating within the ground for as much as
32,000 years.xxiii Beginning in 1895,
Altamira was joined by other prehistoric
painted caves; and, in 1902 Emile
Cartailhac published a paper unreservedly
accepting Sautoula’s claims regarding the
age of Altamira’s paintings. Sautoula, however, had died fourteen years earlier, while
Black Elk was in the midst of his
voyage.xxiv
The ash-infused glass washed back

“Five years after the
tragic ending of the
Ghost Dance, the
Wounded Knee
massacre of 1890,
cave upon cave began
opening their painted
womb interiors”
onshore, and was found only days after
Black Elk had opened his hand to the
ocean to release it. It was found by a
Wasichu, a young woman named Rose, who
had also traveled the big water wanting to
learn something to help her people somehow, only in reverse: her trip originated in
Europe and she had traveled to America.
Now, at the conclusion of her trip, soon to
board the ship to return home across the
big water, Rose stood lifting the ash-infused
glass to the sun, its beauty overwhelming
her. Although impregnated with ash, the
glass was capable of the greatest luminosity,
and spoke: “Nature, the Great Spirit – they

are not perfect. The world couldn’t stand
that perfection.”xxv These words, carried
within the contaminated purity of the glass,
offered Rose compassion surpassing her
self-judgment. Having perceived her journey as a failure, the glass opened her to
another sight with electric swiftness. While
pressing the sun-warmed substance to her
chest, a vision moved through her so quickly and forcefully that she collapsed, cradled
by the belly of the earth.
Rose’s journey to America had begun
shortly after hearing Adolph Bandelier’s
report of Cochiti Native American clown
rites. She had been in the midst of
researching the ancient rituals and mythologies coming to light in Greece when she
happened to attend a lecture on Bandelier’s
account of unrepressed, living sacred clown
rituals. This gave Rose tremendous hope
and inspiration: she felt that she could help
her people somehow by experiencing the
carnival rituals firsthand, seeing how they
tied to the ancient ones in Greece as well as
to those having recently been repressed
throughout all of Europe. Bandelier’s
expression of shock and disgust at these
rites did not sway Rose: for she knew otherwise. She knew these were sacred rites
similar to those repressed in Europe, as her
community loved telling the old tales, especially the elders; they felt fortunate that
their ritual legacy had survived as long as it
had, their home being one of the last places
in Europe where carnival remained vital
into the mid-1800s.xxvi
Rose was born after carnival had been
completely repressed: banned, or turned
into a tourist-type activity. It was when the
cultural thrust throughout Europe was to
become “civilized” by repressing and forgetting one’s grotesque bodily nature.xxvii
Rose, however, was also born into this
small community that fought to remember,
concerned that the repression of ritual, a
cultural forgetting, would begin to affect
their townswomen as so many women of
European descent who were now suffering
hysteria. Rose’s community believed that
hysteria as dis-ease occurred through forgetting and repressing the grotesque living
body and its greater connection to the
World’s Body. When body is not connected
to World’s Body, it is unable to mediate
invisible forces, and hysteria becomes a disorder rather than a rite of passage.xxviii
The morning Rose was born those
present knew she would be a healer, a
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mediator between the invisible and visible
worlds. She was an incredibly healthy newborn but her umbilical cord had scar tissue
keeping the placenta’s nutrition from reaching her. Her health meant the scar tissue
had provided a different type of nutrition,
and, if initiated and guided, it would lead to
her calling and not to dis-ease.
Taking these matters to heart, Rose’s
father, Trebor, walked into the garden. He
sat on the partially-frozen, moist ground
enwrapped by rose bushes and wept tears
of relief because their baby was healthy;
but he also cried knowing her path would
be hard. The family and community would
need to teach her their old ways – the ways
that became repressed, categorized and
demonized as witchcraft – and doing so
would be risky. It would require Trickster’s
protection so she could become a powerful
female healer and not fall prey to the
greater culture that would diagnose her
medial capacities as hysteria, as a disease.xxix
From the ground Trebor spied a rose
growing when it is usually too cold for any
to mature. Curious and perplexed, he
crawled over to look carefully. It was growing upside down. A full, mature, plump and
fragrant rose was growing from a very meager stem that split under the weight of the
rose yet still managed to send the essential
nutrition to it. This rose had a counterpart:
a heavy bud had strained another stem, also
blooming upside down, but no more life
could be delivered to its body. This dead
rose was still fragrant and colorful, containing the invisible informing matter. The two
roses combined exemplified the newborn’s
entrance into the world, and, from this wild
yet cultivated matter, Rose received her
name.
Thus, Rose was raised knowing the old
ways. She was taught the medicinal principles of plants, the trance states for shape
shifting to assist healings, ritual connection
to the earth, and reverence for countless
thousands killed throughout Europe for
possessing these practices. Now a grown
woman, Rose was working to understand
hysteria, linking it to the repression of carnival. She saw herself as hunting invisible
game, since hysteria was illusive and mercurial.xxx Hysterical symptoms were known to
suddenly change: “Paralysis or anesthesia
could shift from one side of the body to
the other, from one limb to another.
Headaches would replace contracture of a
limb, loss of voice, the inability to taste.”
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xxxi Most specialists believed that women

were suffering their wombs, but those
involved in the Suffragist feminist movement believed women were suffering the
constraint of being “civilized.” For many
women, the hysterical fit was considered
“the only acceptable outburst – of rage, of
despair, or simply of energy – possible.” xxxii
Studying myths and rituals from
ancient Greece, Rose found they provided
clues into hysteria, especially since the word
originated from the Greek language, its
translation being “womb”. One clue was
hysteria’s description as “epidemic” in both
Europe and America. Because hysteria as
“dis-ease” is not physically contagious, Rose
looked at the word poetically, as it was also
commonly interchanged with the phrase, “a
condition spreading wildly.” xxxiii These two
pieces were linked to the ancient Greek god

“Aphrodite was born
from the vast sea,
and represents the
archetype of the
human body, and the
Body of the World”
of ecstatic states, Dionysus. His female followers, maenads, were described as wild,
and the word “epidemic” was tied to the
god’s arrival: Dionysus’ epidemia, his arrival
on land. Dionysus arrived by ship cart, the
carrum navale, to participate in festivals that
had now become repressed.xxxiv His carrum
navale offered a clue even a minor sleuth
would be able to detect: ties between the
god of embodied medial ecstasy, also the
god of women, and, the repression of his
passage, the carrum navale, seemed to be
affecting women.xxxv Therefore, Rose suspected Dionysus brought the disease and
would be the one to cure it; or rather, festival practices devoted to irrational and feminine consciousness, the ritualized expression of medial, creative madness, would be
the cure.xxxvi
Rose also learned that there was a temple for Dionysus close to the temple of
Aphrodite in Argos, and their union held
ecstasy as a force that “takes us out of ourselves, but not out of our bodies,” whereas
hysteria is the inability to embody medial,
ecstatic states of consciousness.xxxvii
Aphrodite was born from the vast sea, and

represents the archetype of the human
body, and the Body of the World; she was
Matter, Mater, said to be older than Time.
Dionysus is the phallic god striving toward
her fertilization.xxxviii
The specific clue to hysteria that
Aphrodite offered was the danger of disconnecting human body from World Body.
The womb celebrated in carnival was the
womb of the earth. The womb of hysteria,
as dis-order, was isolated, existing disconnected in a woman’s body, described by
physicians as a “wandering womb,” an insatiable animal roaming inside.xxxix Rose,
however, learned that hysteria was not originally a disease, but rather a festival rejoicing
in the grand womb of Mother Earth: the
ancient orgiastic religious festival of
Aphrodite was Hysteria. Hysteria was a festival long before it became a disease, one
where “women dressed as men, and men as
women, the men even wearing veils.” xl
Rose was most taken by Artemis, goddess of the hunt and protectress of wild
animals. She related to this duality of care
revealed by the goddess: hunting recognized as a sacred act where an animal gives
itself over, and a hunter is only noble when
in tune with this relationship. Additionally,
Artemis’s festival was similar to a carnival
ritual the elders in her community had created and loved recounting:
At the Korythalia, a festival in
Artemis’s honor, women would dance
with exaggerated phalli attached to
their male costumes. In their imitation
of men, women would enact male sexual gestures, letting the rhythm of the
other half of the universe pass
through them. In this way their power
was increased, and hopefully the harvest.xli
A sculpture of the goddess wearing a
garment of many suckling breasts and wild
animals made more sense to Rose than the
corsets women were wearing in her day.xlii
It was fear and repression of the mercurial,
grotesque body, its permeability and mutability, which was erupting into the epidemic
of hysteria, the mercurial disorder. Women
were suffering their bodies, haunted by the
very matter – inescapable matter – that had
been celebrated in carnival. What once had
been a source of vigorous pleasure in
European carnivals had become “the morbid symptoms of private terror.” xliii
Women had become afraid of meat (carne)
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because the flesh of animals was heat-producing and stimulated the production of fat
and passion, and they had become afraid of
their bowels, Trickster’s revered “lower
bodily stratum.” xliv
As quick as lightning, on the day Rose
heard Bandelier’s account of Cochiti Native
American clown rites, she knew she must
travel the big water to help her people
somehow. A flash of liberation surged
through her as Bandelier described a culture
still engaged in sacred antics celebrating the
Great World through playful delight in the
lower bodily stratum. Rose could barely
hold still, as the accounts were not only
familiar to her because of the ones her
community told, but also similar to the festivals in ancient Greece. These playful rites
were only startling to present-day
Europeans and Euro-Americans because
they had forgotten their own traditions.xlv
Bandelier shared his impressions from
two stays with the Cochiti Indians: the first
in 1880 and the other in 1882. Describing
ceremonial dances, he related how clowns
first performed obscenities of mock
sodomy, coitus and masturbation “to greatest perfection” and to “the greatest delight
of the spectators.” Over one hundred men,
women, girls and boys watched, “not one
with the indecent look. Women were
applauding the vilest motions.” xlvi After a
sacred dance ceremony, the clowns
returned, according to Bandelier, with their
“abominable gestures”, in one instance carrying a girl into the center of the dance
area to perform coitus: one clown from
behind and the other against her head.
Bandelier added, “Of course all was simulated, and not the real act, as the women
were dressed. The naked fellow performed
masturbation in the center of the plaza or
very near it, alternately with a black rug and
with his hand. Everybody laughed.” xlvii
Rose could not imagine hearing anything that could make her happier. She had
stumbled upon living, sacred, carnival rituals happening in her day! Cochiti clowns
were still practicing the healing power of
homeopathic medicine, renewing human
connection to self and World, body to
Body. They demonstrated that the means of
soul renewal and healing could be found
within the assimilation of poison:
Every existence is poison to some and
spirit-sweetness to others.
Be the Friend. Then you can eat from
a poison jar

and taste only clear discrimination.xlviii
The clowns knew the sacredness of
eating and drinking from the poisoned jar.
They were capable of assimilating matter,
which, for others, would be poison. In
these rites, they were great healers for the
collective health of the community – a
community extending to embrace the earth,
all of its inhabitants, and the cosmos itself.
In one clown rite that Bandelier described
from his visit in 1882, “The whole is a
filthy, obscene affair. Drinking Urine out of
bowls and Jars used as Privies on the house
tops, eating excrements and dirt, ashes and
clay, washing each others’ faces with Urine
and with every imaginable dirt, imitating
cohabitation and Sodomy, were the principle ‘jokes’ of the abominable leaders.” xlix
Brimming with happiness that these
rituals were alive, Rose packed a modest

“Bandelier described
a culture still engaged
in sacred antics
celebrating the Great
World through playful
delight in the lower
bodily stratum”
pack and crossed the big water to meet the
Cochiti. At least that was her intention, but
Coyote had another tale to tell.
“To ritualize is to make (or utilize) a
pathway through what would otherwise be
uncharted territory.” l Rose’s community
knew her journey would be uncharted and
were distressed that the few bits of mapping they could provide fell on deaf ears.
Excited and swelling with enthousiasmos,
the elixir of Dionysus, Rose refused to hear
their expressed concerns; it was not until
her feet touched the ground in America
that she wished she had listened.li Many
had tried to explain just how large America
was and that New Mexico was nowhere
near the East Coast, the place where her
ship would port. Others explained that
there would be many days where she would
be traveling on foot and would need inventiveness to create or find shelter. And,
mostly, they were concerned about her
medial connection with the invisible.
Because of her capacity as a medium,
Rose’s community was deeply troubled by

the impact entering America would have on
her. She seemed gravely ignorant of the
losses Native Americans were experiencing,
and she was not absorbing the elders’
expressed concerns. They knew Rose would
have medial receptivity with the spirit-souls
of the Native Americans who were unjustly
killed, just as she had with those unjustly
killed as witches in Europe. Additionally,
Rose’s connection to Artemis and the
sacred hunt would mean she would have
medial connection to the mass slaughter of
buffalo, the Native Americans’ most sacred
animal. Without question, the elders knew
Rose would be tremendously affected by
the horrific events borne by the ground: the
land had absorbed four hundred years of
tragic loss, which Rose was born capable of
hearing.lii
It was time, however, to let go; her
community had done their best to prepare
her and now it was up to the Great World.
However, they did have one last trick: they
made her a pair of traveling shoes. If they
ritualized her feet they knew she would find
her pathway on this uncharted journey.
Stitched into the leather soles was the guidance of the trickster-god, “guide of souls,”
Hermes. The town’s chief leather worker
stitched wings into these shoes, gifting Rose
with Hermes’ capacity to travel through
many worlds upon winged feet.
Rose traveled in America as invisibly as
the invisible forces greeting her. Her mother had given her dried healing herbs for the
journey and each night Rose would create a
small fire offering medicinal smoke to the
invisible guests. Most nights she wept silent
tears that felt like the land’s, and she would
listen, listen to the spirit-grief held in the
land and allow her body to leak in order to
assist its release.
One night, while staring into the dance
of flames, Rose began to consider the
potential of hysteria. She posed what felt
like a revolutionary question: What would
enter the world at this transitional time if
every woman suffering hysteria, instead of
being diagnosed and dismissed, was initiated and guided? This was the tradition within her family and community – and practiced worldwide in cultural pockets where
hysterical symptoms are seen as an initiatory entrance into shamanism. What might
now enter the world if hysterics’ mystical
states of consciousness were assisted into
form; what Roger Walsh describes as “the
highest goal and highest good of human
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existence.” liii
Rose was delighted and excited by this
image, commingling with the flames: hysterical contracture of limbs becoming
expansive dance movements; hysterical loss
of voice a wailing song; inability to taste,
the return of carnival’s feast; rage, despair
and energy, maenadic connection to the
earth re-membering suffering and joy. She
envisioned a carnival of unbounded women
awaiting Dionysus, god of joy and suffering,
of maenadic ecstasy, arriving by ship cart.
Women would be joined by unbound men
who knew the feminine from within their
own selves, no longer wanting to conquer
it, whether it be woman’s body, Mother
Earth’s body, or the body of people who
live in relationship with the earth. Such a
vision would require rolling up the hills, or
so she sensed; the words seemed to be
growing and branching out from the
ground.
Rose stopped whenever she encountered dead buffalo. She would sit with their
decomposing bodies no matter the state of
decay or the intensity of the smell; sit and
witness the processes of life changing their
bodies into new matter – flies, maggots,
ants, foxes, coyotes, vultures, sun – and
wait. Rose would wait for the moment
when the dead shifted its energy, for the
release. These bodies were many; it was a
journey with many souls.
And then the day came, the one day
she could hardly believe would ever present
itself: she arrived in the land of the Cochiti.
Rose looked out over a desert mesa, northeast of their home, watching an electric
storm dancing the pathway. But the night
warned her otherwise. In the night, she
heard the land say it was not her place to
witness the sacred clown ceremonies, that
the wounds were still too fresh for her to
be anything more than a tourist. It would
not be fair to the Cochiti, or to her, and
would create a rupture rather than a healing. Rose was shattered. She trembled with
shame and disappointment, knowing how
far she had traveled only (as she perceived)
to fail: she could not see her respect for the
voice of the land as her success. But that
night, the Great World gave her a grand
display, thankful and pleased that she heard,
and would honor, its wisdom.
The Great World created a hailstorm
to push Rose into the mouth of a cave
tucked in the cliff-line of the mesa. Rose
suddenly felt alive in this space, the first
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time on her travels where she felt joy, lightness, even hope. Fire, her beloved traveling
companion, was built this time to her left
and she felt grateful for Fire being with her
throughout the journey. The firelight, leaping about the cave, revealed an aspect of
carnival unanticipated by Rose. It was a
feeling of longevity, of Mother, of Time
Eternal, it was the depths of renewal which
she never would have understood without
this visceral moment. Without knowing it,
Rose was experiencing Mother Earth’s
womb, the womb of the grotto-esque.
Feeling more at home than ever
before, Rose began to dance. She hunched
and moved like a four-legged being as the
ceiling of the cave was low. Dancing for
hours, Rose finally dropped onto the soft
dirt floor and was penetrated by the fire’s
light softly touching the ceiling and walls.
Suddenly, the fullness of any life ever presented to her entered the cave in the form
of a Coyote placing a dried stifle down on
the ground beside her. He began to dance

“This buffalo woman,
her lower body human
and upper body
buffalo, was moving
in a hunched position.
She was the source
of everything, dancing
at the beginning
of creation”
the rhythms of the flames while she lay
nestled in the earth. His dancing shifted to
that of a two-legged, twirling in circles on
his back haunches while his front paws
reached to the sky. Coyote danced a healing
and was having great fun shape-shifting
into various guises of sacred clowns. He
would twirl, horned and painted, and then
transmute into black and white stripes,
laughing. Rose became a participant and in
mock play tried to catch him. Flutes sounded from deep within the cave, eerie and
alive, and Coyote took Rose into a lovers’
embrace. It was a sublime healing union of
masculine and feminine energies swirling
and fertilizing the ground and the cosmos.
Awaking the next morning, Rose was
disoriented. The fire had completely cooled
and the sun swept in, kissing the lip of the

cave, kissing Rose. Suddenly she spied the
oddest thing: the navel of an orange was
beside her. As she looked carefully, she saw
that an animal had nibbled the exterior to
create the appearance of pale flesh encircling a bright orange belly button. She
laughed, knowing this strange gift was from
Coyote, but was yet to know how much it
would affect her and her work. With the
cooled ash, Rose made ash circles in the
floor of the cave, watching the swirl of red
earth, black, white and gray ash create its
own cosmos. This drawing announced that
it was time to begin her journey home.
Rose extended a nod of gratitude in the
direction of the Cochiti, and thanked the
cave for initiating her into something wholly unfamiliar and familiar all the same.
Rose arrived on the East Coast for the
sea-journey home. Her travels had been the
length of a pregnancy and now she was in
the throes of labor pains, although she
assumed them to be the pain of self-judgment: she had wanted to help her people
somehow and felt she had failed, having
traveled so far and not experiencing Cochiti
clown rites firsthand. But as she walked the
edge between land and sea, a luminous
lump, a piece of beach glass once molten
and now impregnated with ash, revealed
something else: the words, “Nature, the
Great Spirit – they are not perfect. The
world couldn’t stand that perfection.” liv
These words, carried within the contaminated glass, were imbued with compassion.
Pressing its substance to her chest, Rose
felt a vision move through her quickly and
forcefully. It was the vision of a buffalo
woman dancing – actually, it was a drawing
of a buffalo woman dancing, of the same
texture and quality as the ash circles she
had made on the cave’s floor in New
Mexico. In her vision, the buffalo woman
came to life through ash drawn on a yellow
stone mass, both seeming to drop down
from the sky.
This buffalo woman, her lower body
human and upper body buffalo, was moving in a hunched position. She was the
source of everything, dancing at the beginning of creation. Coming out of the vision,
Rose was reminded of her own posture
dancing in the New Mexican cave. Both
dances felt so familiar, hers in the cave and
the buffalo woman’s in the vision, as if it
were a ritual dance posture older than time.
The image left Rose breathless, and even
though the image seemed to come from the
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sky, she was certain it unfolded inside a
cave.lv Placing the ash-infused glass back
down into the ebbing sea as the water
kissed her fingers, Rose thanked the glass
for its words of solace and most beautiful
vision.
Now on the carrum navale, traveling the
big water home, Rose frequently studied the
navel that Coyote had placed in the cave
and delighted in the memory of his swirling
embrace. She was certain the navel related
to the buffalo woman’s dance, presented in
the form of a Coyote riddle. Rose also
remembered that Argos was famous for its
citrus orchards but was not sure if that had
any connection.
Many years passed before the riddle
was solved. The year following Rose’s and
Black Elk’s separate returns was morbidly
dark, shadowing the Wounded Knee massacre. Black Elk, a witness to the massacre,
described,
It was a good winter day when all this
happened. The sun was shining. But
after the soldiers marched away from
their dirty work, a heavy snow began
to fall. The wind came up in the night.
There was a big blizzard, and it grew
very cold. The snow drifted deep in
the crooked gulch, and it was one long
grave of butchered women and children and babies, who had never done
any harm and were only trying to run
away.lvi

nity was right: hysteria was the symptom
manifesting her culture’s forgetting.
Forgetting was affecting the soul.lix Since
the trauma of the witch burnings, Wasichus
had abandoned and slowly forgotten their
legacy of sacred, healing dance: during the
time of the witch hunts, the women had
performed maenadic dancing, then known
as crises dances, in order to bring themselves into close contact with the world of
the ancestors, the great wellspring, the primordial source people seek in times of
crises and transition. This had been forgotten.lx
Broken by all of the tragedy, Rose did
not know how to carry her soul’s work for-

The people were massacred because
“Indians were beginning to dance everywhere,” and the “Wasichus were afraid.” lvii
Native Americans had been dancing the
great round Ghost Dance for healing, to
roll up the hills and bring back the ancestors and sacred buffalo; the massacre was
the climax of their traditional healing ways
in relationship with the earth.lviii
Upon hearing the reports, Rose was
convinced that the Ghost Dance, with its
vision of rolling up the hills, was far too
powerful not to lead to renewal and bring it
forth. The world is most dark before the
entrance of light. She cried tears of
tremendous grief. She cried for the many
nations of Native Americans and for what
appeared to be the final repression of their
traditions: those so similar to the past ways
known to her community and repressed by
the very same forces. Rose also cried
because Native Americans had not forgotten the power of ritual dance. Her commu-

ward. Completely disheartened, utterly
grief-stricken, Rose could hear only the
faintest sound telling her that the answer
was contained within the citrus belly riddle
and the close approximation – visually and
phonetically – of the word “citrus” with
“circus”. Many a day Rose would walk
through town, guided by her well-worn
leather Hermes shoes, staring intently at the
navel. On one such day, in the middle of
winter, a wise-woman called out as Rose
passed by. With a boisterous laugh she
cried, “How’s that tether work of yours
coming?” Caught off guard, Rose took a
few steps backward, looked up and noticed
she had never seen this elder before. She
possessed a large belly and an even larger
laugh and was seated on a bench with her
legs spread and skirts up. Rose was jostled;
she felt awakened and dreaming all the
same and asked, “Excuse me?” This
woman, laughing even harder, revealed her
vulva, and Rose had to look down – not

“Caught off guard,
Rose took a few steps
backward, looked up
and noticed she
had never seen this
elder before. She
possessed a large belly
and an even larger
laugh and was seated
on a bench with
her legs spread
and skirts up.”

out of embarrassment or modesty but
because she could feel dormant earth stirring back to life under her feet.lxi Rose had
never felt more intimidated; a ripple of
unease, and yet complete delight, shook
her. This woman stood up, seeming just as
short standing as when seated, fully round
like the earth with a round belly, and said,
“I am Iambe. Your tether work – isn’t that
what you’re doing? Aren’t you trying to find
the tether for the wandering womb?”
After having been unable to act, suddenly Rose stumbled over: Iambe got life
going again with her shrewd observation.lxii
Could the Coyote riddle be that simple?
Rose had been trying to unravel it for six
years and suddenly the answer was there
with electric swiftness.
Rose saw the navel belly as the tether.
It was the umbilicus, the navel, the hub, the
source of all things, the center of the Great
World’s body, the still point of the universe
each person possesses.lxiii It was the Great
Umbilicus tying body to World Body, capable of restoring hysteria to that of a festival, one in which both men and women partake from all cultures. The body connected
to Body is the assimilation of the belly or
the womb to a cave, of the intestines to a
labyrinth, of breathing to weaving, of the
veins and arteries to the sun and moon, of
the backbone to the axis mundi.lxiv
And just as suddenly a flood of
reports were breaking through Europe’s
dykes. These matters could no longer be
held secret anymore. Since 1879, Rose
learned, the earth had been opening up,
spreading her legs just like Iambe, to reveal
painted interiors where buffalo (actually
bison) roam free. Suddenly, the earth’s
womb revealed ancient ancestors who had
revered bison as the natural symbol of the
entire universe.lxv Rose began to wail; she
cried grief and relief until utterly exhausted. She cried for the hundreds of years of
deaths and suffering for both Native
Americans and European witch-healers. She
cried because the Native American Ghost
Dance did work – just not in the expected
place! Hill upon hill was rolling up in
Europe revealing sacred paintings of bison,
deer, mammoths, lions, horses, and dancing,
shape shifting shamans; even little roundbodied goddess-women – sculptures carved
from mammoth ivory and limestone found
at the open mouths of these caves. They
were figures that looked like Iambe, to be
held in one’s hand as a tether, carried as an
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umbilicus connection to the Great Mother
Earth.
The hills rolled up to reveal Altamira,
Niaux, Marsoulas, Castillo, Tuc
d’Audoubert, Chauvet, Les Trois Freres, to
name but a few of the Paleolithic caves
with painted sacred bison created by
ancient ancestors constituting the “fragile
but significant continuum of human consciousness.” The caves are a reservoir of a
spiritual mentality that survived “to revivify
our humanity when it seems in its moment
of greatest peril.” lxvi Not only are the
bison and other wild animals bountiful and
powerful deep within the earth’s womb: in a
few instances, bison are shaman-healers,
part bison, part human. One, located in Les
Trois Freres, is named “Small Sorcerer with
a musical bow.” He is a flute playing, step
dancing bison-shaman noted to be carrying
a female in his belly as if pregnant.lxvii
Evidence of ancient ancestors dancing
is preserved in the floor of Tuc
d’Audoubert. Just before reaching the
chamber with two clay bison, one is confronted with six rows of heel prints sealed
into the clay floor, suggesting the disciplined movements of a group of
dancers.lxviii John Pfeiffer comments, “We
can speculate about their postures and how
they were dancing. The ceiling is so low
that they would have had to be stooping or
crouching, possibly imitating the actions of
some four-footed animal, perhaps the
bison.” lxix Additional evidence of ritual
dancing, in communion with the dancing of
prehistoric lantern light and the figures on
the walls, are flutes and fragments of flutes
found in the caves. Made of bone, they
were designed to play in the fashion
demonstrated by the dancing bison-shaman
at Les Trois Freres: in front of the body
like a recorder or traditional Native
American flute.lxx Pfeiffer describes the
trance-inducing effect of the music, dance,
space, and quality of sound the flutes
would have produced in the caves – sounds
muffled and scrambled and reverberating,
swelling and fading, soft and thunderous:
“Imagine . . . the sound of flutes rising
high and clear as a human cry or a bird
from some place impossible to locate.” lxxi
This knowledge was too much to bear
directly, but thankfully, Rose’s community
re-membered that such moments must be
ritualized in order to be assimilated, and
they extended their memory of ritual’s
necessity out to others. The necessary ritu34
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al, in this instance, required carnival
because the juxtapositions were otherwise
just too great: modern hysterical women
afraid of their own fat when time was confirming carnival’s legacy of delight in the
flesh through sculptures of rotund, sacred
women; carnivalesque, bountiful sexual
bodies situated in the mouth of the grotto,
the cave, revealing that carnival’s grotesque
– that which had become demonized – had
been the ritual celebration of the grottoesque by ancient ancestors; the grotto-caves
serving as earth wombs, human’s umbilical
connection to Mother Earth, revealed at a
time when high-minded men were chasing
after women’s “wandering wombs”; the

“Just when those interconnected to beloved
Mother Earth were most
disempowered and
without hope, the Great
Mother rolled up her
hills, bringing back the
ancient ones, bison and
ancestors, the trance
dancing and trance
music pulsing through
her flesh, as Native
Americans danced the
round Ghost Dance.”
ancient sacred reverence of bison by early
Europeans, revealed on the heels of
Wasichus tragically slaughtering North
American bison to near-extinction; artistic
evidence of a millennia-old, European
shamanic tradition uncovered after the
killing of so many of Europe’s shamans,
the witch-healers, and Native Americans
and their shamans – both communities having nature-based healing practices connected to Mother Earth. Just when those interconnected to beloved Mother Earth were
most disempowered and without hope, the
Great Mother rolled up her hills, bringing
back the ancient ones, bison and ancestors,
the trance dancing and trance music pulsing
through her flesh, as Native Americans
danced the round Ghost Dance.
And so Rose’s community began to
dance, understanding the tragic loss of their
culture’s nature-based ritual traditions. They

would return to these traditions – and create new ones – no matter how many generations it would take to rebuild them to
bring forth healing renewal for the Great
Earth and her inhabitants. They danced the
struggle against repression, of people
against domination, the struggle of memory against forgetting.lxxii Rose’s community
would no longer tolerate the repression of
their nature-based traditions or the repression of Native American’s traditions, traditions older than recorded time, rooted in
the grotto-esque, Mother Earth – healing
was never more essential. It was time for
life to be re-created by a return to
sources.lxxiii
Coyote arrived and placed the dried
coyote stifle in the center of the round. He
danced two-legged on his haunches,
twirling and reaching his front paws to the
sky as a dry breeze smelling and feeling like
a zephyr from New Mexico swirled their
dancing round. Dancing his way over to
Rose, Coyote had the strangest request: he
asked for the navel belly so he could take it
to another. Rose was happy to oblige,
thankful for all of his blessings. Off in the
distance, Rose saw Iambe laughing. As Rose
looked at her, she remembered that Iambe
was another name for Baubo, Demeter’s
maid-servant, known for dancing in service
of moving the myth on. As trickster, Baubo
and her dance assists the swing of the earth
from degeneration to regeneration.lxxiv
And so Rose looked towards Iambe, watching her lift her skirts on yet another bridge
as everyone continued to dance.
The ritual psychodrama has been acted
out, the sacred rites performed, the ancient
magic has worked its spell on us. Through
orgiastic excess and folly, through the
embrace of the opposite within us, through
the baptism of frenzied chaos we are
reborn, revitalized by the laughter of the
gods with whom we have danced and
played.
Purged of the tensions and anxieties of
our existence, we face life anew, reassured with new hope and expectation
for the future in the new cycle. . . .
The magic techniques are locked
somewhere in our memory, and since
the dawn of time we have repeated
them at the same cosmic moment
when time stands still and the curtain
to the supernatural world is parted.
The breach in dimensions between the
old and the new cycle activates that
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memory.lxxv
The ash-infused glass washed back
onshore and Mary was taken by its luminosity. She was in the midst of creating a
driftwood Coyote sculpture and slipped the
remarkable piece of glass into his body to
incubate. Years later, Coyote’s head fell off
to reveal the glass and animate the writing
of memory. Coyote also placed two gifts on
the driveway to assist: a dried coyote stifle
and the dried navel of an orange where he
had nibbled the exterior to create a bellyflesh surround. And, as Mary pressed the
ash-infused beach glass to her heart, she
heard words, “Nature, the Great Spirit, they
are not perfect, regeneration, a return to
sources, requires trickster’s assistance.”
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Our life is
psychological, and
the purpose of life
is to make psyche
of it, to find
connections between
life and soul.
~James Hillman
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Note from the Editor....cont’d from page 2
the title and the bee that appears as a connecting symbol. Many of you know that
bees have a special place in my heart since I
completed my Master's thesis on the symbolism of Colony Collapse Disorder, the
mass vanishing of the honeybees on a global level. What you may not know is that
bees have five eyes, two of which are made
up of over six thousand hexagonally shaped
lenses each, giving them what must be godlike vision that makes that of mere mortals
pale by comparison. The ability to see, to
regard on multiple levels of dimension is
the gift and promise if of using a depth
psychological lens to understand ourselves
and our relation to the world around us.
Thus, Depth Insights offers each of us the
opportunity to see through, beneath,
between, and beyond what is at the surface
to achieve new perspectives for learning,
integration, transformation, and growth. I
invite each of you to actively engage with
the Unconscious and heed the call to share
your insights will the global community-particularly on Depth Psychology Alliance
(www.depthpsychologyalliance.com )--but
also wherever and whenever the opportunity arises.
As C.G. Jung said, “As far as we can
discern, the sole purpose of human existence is to kindle a light in the darkness of
mere being.” Each of us can work toward
that objective simply by heeding the call to
authentically reach out and join together in
an ongoing search for consciousness and
individuation. It is my fervent hope that we
all will take to heart Jung's missive and kindle our individual lights into a glowing, brilliant sun that will light the world to greater
consciousness and joy.
~Bonnie
Bonnie Bright is the founder of Depth
Psychology Alliance, the world’s first online
community for Depth Psychology. She has
an M.A. in Psychology from Sonoma State
University and in Depth Psychology from
Pacifica Graduate Institute where she is also
completing a Ph.D..Her work, The Power of
Story and Place among the Navajo in Canyon de
Chelly appears in this issue.

“Water” ~Jamie McHugh

A Moment in Psychoid Time
by Bill Mueller
My dearest daughter,
my pride flows with the blood of my heart,
the color of your gown paralyzes me,
as the tears of joy give to gravity.
I lose myself in Memory,
you emerge from nothing and smile.
Your hair surrenders to the chaotic wind,
the fog rolls over our favorite red bridge,
swallowing anything in its path.
The distant echo of a horn bellows,
as it dances through our ears,
as we watch the boats come and go.
The mist is so thick,
filled with the sweet salt of the ocean,
where the oysters dream of lemons.
I find myself in Time,
you emerge from something and smile.
You hug me, kiss me, look at me,
we smile,
you made it my dear, you made it.

Special thanks to C. Victor Posing fo r
the cover art as well as the fragments that
appear next to the title of each art i cl e.
Vi c t o r ’s painting comes from the inspiration
of C. G. Jung’s Archetypes along with
Dream Image s. Cover art is acrylic on canvas, 24’X30”. See more of Vi c t o r ’s art on
Facebook at Vi c t o r-Art
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Red Book Poems

These poems were written during a year that Leah Shelleda spent
with the words and images of The Red Book from C.G. Jung.

“How can we presume to want to know in adva n c e
how the light will come to us?”
Anymore then the time of our death
You could not have known
the world would gobright after despair
when you suddenly heard deepchant
sung in your soul’s modality
~Experience in the Desert III, p. 237

“now that white shape of a girl with bl a ck hair - my own soul”
Jung was this where ‘anima’ came to you
here where you met Salome?
In the upsidedown of the underworld
she is Mary’s daughter
and she loves you
but beware
Salome wants your head
~Instruction, p. 248, Footnote 187

“the childlike magnificence of Pa r a d i s e ”

You were a young and playful god
when you pronounced Paradise
a forever without leaffall
or brownblossom
Death you saved for a later age
and the crustfallen earth
~Conception of the God, p. 243, Footnote 136

“The ancients lived their symbols since the world had not
become real for them”

Not real? The earth that brought forth food?
The land they fought over? The hill they built their homes on?
Maybe it was too real bloodandbone coming to life
and taking the mother battlefallen brothers
madchatter of the Other
at least eagle dove or some now-extinct bird
occasionally brought word
from the gods
The Desert, p. 236

“a wave foams you ashore and swallows you back aga i n . . ”
Become Jonah
struggling in the bilge of the whale’s belly
The whale: all hunger spouting seabreath
Spat free newlyensouled
Jonah becomes
~One of the Lowly, p. 267

“I am fully covered in green leav e s, which spring from my
body”
Who hasn’t passed through the seasons
shorn releafed bloomfull and lifedropping
again and again
~The Remains of Earlier Temples, p. 275

The Image: The Opening of the Eg g

He bows before the egg
the power rises
becomes a canopy of fire and flametears
falling like raindrops
in the jadewalled chamber
~“Liber Secundus”, p. 64

“He who had been pressed into the core of the beg i n n i n g
rose up”
And so the universe might have begun
a collapsed black star infinitely dense
exploding into a trillion holy suns
~The Opening of the Egg, p. 286

Image: 131
“Night sinks blue and deep from above, earth rises bl a ck
f rom below. ”
The great tree
branches of an oak
fronds of a palm
its roots rising from deep in mothermud
And in the center a nova blazes
Above and Below
come together
~“Liber Secundus”, p. 131, p. 309

The Image: The Castle in the Fo re s t

How inviting this lighted castle
on a nightblue moonrippled lake!
Inside all is worn antiquated
a scholar is stuck in his tower
a girl is imprisoned
fairytales will be redeemed
~“Liber Secundus”, p. 5

Leah Shelleda is Professor Emeritus of Humanities and Philosophy
at the College of Marin in California. Her poems have appeared in
many journals and anthologies. Her chapbook, A Flash of Angel, won
the Blue Light Press prize, and her new book, After the Jug Was Broken,
was published by Fisher King Press. Leah has written a blog called
Red Book Mondays which can be seen at
www.leahshelleda.com/2011/05/red-book-mondays.html
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